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ABSTRACT 
 
Microalgae have been envisioned as a future source of renewable energy. Both 
fossil fuel depletion and environmental concern have drawn more interest in microalgal 
biofuels, but the production cost of these biofuels are not yet economically competitive. 
Significant improvements such as development of better performing microalgal strains, 
optimization of culture conditions, and better understanding of microalgal biology are 
required for commercial viability. To resolve these limitations, massively parallel studies 
are needed, however, current microalgae culture systems are lack of high-throughput 
screening capabilities, and thus not suitable for the parallel studies. Here, three different 
high-throughput microfluidic microalgae screening platforms have been developed, each 
of which addresses major bottlenecks towards economically feasible microalgal biofuel.  
The first platform, a high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array has been 
developed to investigate the effect of different culture conditions on microalgal growth 
and oil production. This platform can provide up to 64 different culture conditions on-
chip, such as combinations of different light intensities, light cycles, and culture 
media/chemical compositions. Single cell/colony trapping sites in culture compartments 
allowed for long-term analysis of microalgal growth and oil production with single 
cell/colony resolution. The light conditions that induced 1.8-fold higher oil accumulation 
over the typically used culture conditions were successfully identified. 
The second platform, as a microalgae library screening tool, a high-throughput 
microfluidic single-cell screening and selection platform has been developed to examine 
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growth and oil production of various microalgal strains, followed by selective extraction 
of particular microalgae showing desired traits to off-chip reservoirs for further analysis. 
Single microalga was isolated and cultured, and its growth and oil accumulation were 
analyzed through 1024 single-cell trapping/culturing sites in the platform, where opening 
and closing of each trap can be individually controlled with integrated microfluidic 
control layers. By opening only a specific site out of the 1024 trapping sites, microalgae 
in particular trapping sites were selectively released and successfully collected off-chip. 
The third platform, a high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae 
screening platform has been developed to investigate the growth and the oil production 
of microalgal libraries with much higher throughput. Growth was characterized by 
encapsulating a single microalga into a droplet (functions as an independent bioreactor) 
and tracking its behavior over time. Oil production was also quantified through on-chip 
staining process, the key feature of the platform, where oil content in microalgae can be 
stained and measured through on-chip fluorescent tagging. Growth and oil accumulation 
under different culture conditions were successfully analyzed and compared, 
demonstrating the capability of the platform as a high-throughput screening tool. 
We have developed series of high-throughput microfluidic screening platforms 
for microalgae study, which provides the capabilities of analyzing microalgal growth 
and oil production under different culture conditions or among large numbers of 
microalgal library. The developed platforms will serve as powerful tools to accelerate 
research in addressing the limitations of microalgal biofuels as well as to significantly 
advance the current state of microalgal biofuel production. 
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CHAPTER I  
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Microalgae as a future source of renewable biofuels 
1.1.1. Limitations of fossil fuels 
In 2013, the annual world energy consumption was estimated at 12,730 million 
tonnes of oil equivalent. Fossil fuels accounted for 86.7% of the world energy 
consumption, with oil (32.9% share), natural gas (23.7%), and coal (30.1%) as the major 
fuels, while nuclear energy, hydroelectricity, renewables account for 4.4%, 6.7%, and 
2.2% of the total energy consumption, respectively.1 Even though the large portion of 
world energy is covered from the fossil fuels so far, these fuels are regarded as an 
unsustainable energy source not only due to depletion of world fossil fuel reserves, but 
also because of the global warming effect resulting from greenhouse gas accumulation.2-
10 For example, fossil fuels are the largest contributor of greenhouse gases to the 
atmosphere, and in 2010, associated CO2 emissions were 31 Gtonnes, which was much 
higher than 12 Gtonnes, an estimated amount that can be removed by natural 
processes.11 So fuel production processes are required to be renewable as well as be 
capable of sequestering atmospheric CO2 to achieve environmental and economic 
sustainability. 
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1.1.2. Biofuel from oil-producing crops 
First generation biofuels, which have now reached economic production level, 
are mainly extracted from food and oil crops such as rapeseed oil, sugarcane, sugar beet, 
and maize as well as vegetable oils and animal fats.2 This first generation biofuels can be 
renewable and carbon-neutral energy sources since they produce energy while only 
releasing carbon to the atmosphere, captured during the plant growth. However, the 
impact of the first generation biofuels on satisfying the global energy needs will remain 
limited due to challenging in large-scale production, competition with food supply, 
regionally constrained market structure, and high water and fertilizer requirements. In 
addition, this plant-based oil production has already contributed to an increase of the 
price of oil crops over the last few years.12 So it is required to develop an alternative 
biofuel source, and microalgae seems to be a next promising renewable energy source 
capable of overcoming the limitations of the first generation biofuels as well as 
satisfying the global demand. 
 
1.1.3. Microalgae as a promising biofuel resource 
Microalgae are photosynthetic microorganisms that convert sun light and 
atmospheric carbon dioxide to potential biofuels (oil), foods, feeds, and high-value 
bioproducts.2, 8 They are typically characterized by much higher growth rate (for 
example, their biomass doubling time can be as short as 3.5 hours during exponential 
growth) and oil content compared to oil-producing crops.4, 6, 7, 13 Oil levels of 20 ~ 50% 
are common in microalgae, and even some microalgae have more than 70% oil content 
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inside (Table 1).4, 6, 8, 14-22 As shown in Table 2, there are significant variations in 
biomass productivity between oil crops and microalgae, which result in much higher oil 
yield and biodiesel productivity and much less land use in microalgae.6, 8, 23-25 There are 
more advantages that make microalgae as an attractive biofuel resource; less amount of 
water is required in microalgae growth, which reduces the demand on freshwater 
sources26; since microalgae can be cultured in brackish water on non-arable land, 
concerns related to competition with food supply, land usage, and associated 
environment impact are minimized6, 27; as microalgae exist in almost all earth ecosystem, 
it is feasible to find and grow microalgae species best suitable for local environment 
which is not possible in crops8; microalgae production can effect CO2 biofixation.6 
 
1.1.4. Challenges toward economically viable microalgal biofuel 
Despite the promising potential of microalgae as a biofuel resource, there are several 
challenges to be resolved for attaining commercial viability that would allow sustainable 
production and utilization. The limitations include: cost for producing microalgal 
biofuels is not in economic stage6; scaling up for mass production is challenging28; 
biology (e.g., gene and metabolic regulation) of most microalgae is not well-known so 
far.9 To overcome these limitations (i.e., to produce enough microalgal oil to satisfy fuel 
demand), it is necessary to develop better oil-producing strains through genetic and 
metabolic engineering or evolutionary pressure, to improve large-scale cultivation based 
on understanding of microalgal biology, to improve oil extraction methods, and to 
optimize the culture environment.5, 9, 29  
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Table 1. Oil content of different microalgae species. 
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Table 2. Comparison of biodiesel feedstocks. 
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1.2. Microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip 
Microfluidic devices and lab-on-a-chip technologies have become increasingly 
useful tools in bio/medical applications owing to their various advantages over 
conventionally used systems29-56; for example, the ability to precisely control, monitor 
and manipulate tiny amounts of samples at the nano- to pico-liter scales. These 
advantages also include the unique characteristics of microfluidics such as small 
sample/reagent consumption, large surface to volume ratio, laminar flow, and faster 
analysis/response of biological samples at low cost. Due to compact system size, 
massive parallelization can be achieved in microfluidic devices, which allows high-
throughput analysis. Also, cells can be cultured, controlled, and analyzed with single-cell 
resolution under more physically and biochemically controlled environment by utilizing 
microfluidic devices. The lab-on-a-chip concept, which is building an entire life science 
or chemistry lab on a chip, enables multiple microfluidic components to be integrated 
into a single platform where all the necessary steps for a particular procedure, from 
sample preparation to sample analysis, can be conducted with the minimum manual 
intervention. 
 
1.3. The need for a high-throughput microfluidic screening platform 
Current microalgal studies are conducted by culturing the organism in lab-scale 
flasks, open raceway ponds, or closed photobioreactors.5-7, 9 These culture systems have 
made significant contributions to the understanding of basic algal biology, selecting the 
best strains for the production of biochemicals, and understanding the effects of various 
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culture factors (e.g., light intensity, light cycle, temperature, nutrient concentration, CO2, 
pH) on algal growth and oil production. However a clear understanding of the 
relationships between oil production and biomass increase in response to these various 
culture conditions for a variety of algae is still needed. There are two factors hampering 
these efforts. First, the light intensity and cycle exposed to each microalga changes as 
microalgal density increases over time in conventional photobioreactors, making it 
difficult to apply identical conditions to all microalgae in a given culture system for 
direct side by side comparison. Second, conventional flask-type photobioreactors are 
inadequate as high-throughput screening systems. The workload created by the 
combinatorial nature of many culture factors and the numerous microalgal strains to be 
considered, both natural and engineered, cannot be approached by simply doubling or 
tripling the throughput of currently available culture systems. Thus, a fundamentally 
different approach is needed to increase the throughput, and a high-throughput 
microfluidic screening platform can be a promising solution. The high-throughput 
microfluidic screening platform that can provide well-controlled culture conditions as 
well as quickly screen through various culture conditions to identify the best algal strains 
and conditions for fast growth and high oil production could significantly advance the 
current state of algal biofuel production. 
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CHAPTER II  
A HIGH-THROUGHPUT MICROFLUIDIC PHOTOBIOREACTOR ARRAY  
 
2.1. Motivation 
Microalgae obtain their metabolic energy by photosynthesis which converts solar 
energy into chemical form inside, and thereby, microalgal growth and oil production are 
strongly dependent on light conditions (light intensity and light-dark cycle). Different 
growth/biomass increases and oil production have been reported under different light 
intensities and cycles.57-59 In particular, different ranges of favorable light intensity and 
cycles for improved growth/biomass increase and oil production have been studied for 
different strains of the same microalgal species.60-63 However, the favorable light 
conditions even for a single microalgal strain can differ depending on culture systems, 
which makes it challenging to compare the significance of the relationship between light 
conditions and growth/oil production amongst these previous studies.64-67 This might 
result from the different culture systems used for testing and the lack of tools applicable 
for examining the relationship at a microscopic level, where a high-throughput 
microfluidic screening platform can become a solution. The microfluidic screening 
platform can also overcome the limitations of conventional culture systems by applying 
                                                 
 [H. S. Kim, T. L. Weiss, H. R. Thapa, T. P. Devarenne, and A. Han, “A microfluidic 
photobioreactor array demonstrating high-throughput screening for microalgal oil production”, 
Lab on a Chip, 14, 1415-1425, 2014] – Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of 
Chemistry (http://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlelanding/2014/lc/c3lc51396c). 
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identical conditions to all microalgae in culture chambers and implementing high-
throughput screening capabilities. 
A few microsystems for characterizing and distinguishing microalgal species 
have been reported so far54, 68-72, but they were simply analytic devices that lacked cell 
culture capability. Microfluidic culture systems to examine microalgal lipid production, 
density changes, or growth kinetics have also been developed.73-76 However, these 
systems could provide only a single culture environment at a time, not suitable for high-
throughput screening applications. Recently, a high-throughput optical microplate-based 
culture platform was developed where growth and lipid production of microalgae under 
different light conditions could be studied.77 However it only allowed population-based 
studies, and long-term analysis was challenging due to the lack of nutrient supply 
capability.  
The high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array presented here addresses 
the significant shortcomings of previous systems by providing single-colony resolution 
for photosynthetic microorganism under an extremely well controlled environment at 
high-throughput. The array is composed of a dynamic light controllable cell culture array 
capable of simultaneously studying the effect of 64 different light exposure conditions 
on algal growth and oil production with single-colony resolution. Coupled with arrays of 
64 miniaturized microalgal culture chambers, 64 independent photobioreactor 
experiments could be conducted in parallel on a 5 x 7 cm2 footprint. Continuous 
perfusion of nutrient to each of the miniaturized photobioreactors having arrays of 
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single-colony trapping microstructures allowed time-course analysis of algal growth and 
oil production over long periods of time. 
 
2.2. Design 
The microfluidic microalgal photobioreactor array is composed of four 
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) layers stacked on top of each other (size: 5 x 7 cm2): a 
culture layer, a light intensity control layer, a light-dark cycle control layer, and a light 
blocking layer (Figure 1A). The bottom microalgae culture layer has 64 culture 
compartments (diameter: 900 μm, height: 85 μm) connected to an inlet and an outlet 
through which microalgae and fresh media is introduced and waste is flushed out, 
respectively (Figure 1B). Five single-colony trapping structures in the culture 
compartments enable the capture, culture, and analysis of microalgae with single-colony 
resolution over long periods of time (opening of each trap: 77 μm, Figure 1B-C). The 
light intensity control layer employs a microfluidic gradient generator to provide various 
intensities on a single platform with a single light source. The gradient generator utilizes 
a series of diffusive-mixing channel networks through which different dilutions of 
chemicals are automatically generated at outlets from two fluid inlets.78, 79 By flowing 
deionized (DI) water and black dye through each inlet, the 8-outlet gradient generator 
produces 8 different concentrations of black dye into downstream channels. When a 
single light source is placed on top of these 8 channels, the different concentrations of 
black dye result in 8 different ranges of light shading effects to the underlying 
microalgae culture layer (Figure 1A). The control of light-dark cycles is based on 
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Figure 1. The high-throughput microfluidic microalgal photobioreactor array. (A) The 
platform was composed of four layers - a light blocking layer, a microfluidic light-dark 
cycle control layer, a microfluidic light intensity control layer, and a microalgae culture 
layer. (B) Enlarged view of a single culture compartment having five single-colony 
trapping sites. (C) A single-colony trapping site composed of four micropillars. 
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selectively filling each microfluidic channel in the light-dark cycle control layer either 
with DI water or black dye. When a channel is filled with DI water, 100% of light is 
transmitted to the underlying culture compartments, resulting in light (or “day”) 
condition. On the other hand, when a channel is filled with black dye, no light is 
transmitted, creating dark (or “night”) condition (Figure 1A). Integrated pneumatic 
microvalve structures and a microfluidic binary demultiplexer are utilized to individually 
manage each of the 8 light-dark cycle control channels.80 This enables switching 
between DI water (light) and black dye (dark) in a particular channel without affecting 
the light-dark cycles of other channels. 8 different light-dark cycles can be implemented 
by periodically filling each channel with either DI water or black dye at 8 different time 
periods. To screen microalgae against 64 different light conditions in parallel, the 8 light 
intensity control channels and the 8 light-dark cycle control channels are placed 
perpendicular to each other for generating 64 unique light conditions to the 64 
microalgal culture compartments underneath (Figure 1A). The top light blocking layer in 
the microfluidic platform is employed to provide isolated light conditions onto each of 
the underlying microalgae culture compartments. 
 
2.3. Fabrication 
The multi-layer microfluidic photobioreactor array was fabricated in PDMS 
using soft-lithography, a method where hundreds of polymer replicas can be stamped out 
from a single master mold.81 The top light blocking layer was made by replicating a 
black-color PDMS layer (Sylgard® 170, Dow Corning, Inc., Midland, MI) from CNC-
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machined acrylic masters (12.5 mm, McMaster-Carr, Atlanta, GA) for blocking all light 
except for openings for the microalgae culture area and the inlet/outlet interface area.  
The master molds for the light intensity control layer, the light-dark cycle control 
layer, and the microalgae culture layer were all fabricated with photosensitive epoxy 
(SU-8TM, Microchem, Inc., Newton, MA) using a conventional photolithography process. 
The microfluidic gradient generator channels in the light intensity control layer were 
made of two SU-8TM layers by spin-coating them at 2200 and 1950 rpm, respectively 
(SU-8TM 2025: 30 μm, SU-8TM 2075: 90 μm). The light-dark cycle control channels in 
the light-dark cycle control layer were 90 μm thick, and the master mold was fabricated 
by spin-coating SU-8TM 2075 at 1950 rpm. The pneumatic binary demultiplexer in the 
light-dark cycle control layer was 150 μm thick, and the master mold was obtained by 
spin-coating SU-8TM 2075 at 1000 rpm. These three masters were soft-baked at 65°C for 
24 hours, followed by another soft-baking step at 95 °C for 40 minutes. The master mold 
for the microalgae culture layer, 85 μm thick, was patterned with SU-8TM 2050 by spin-
coating at 1500 rpm and soft-baking in two steps at 65°C and 95°C for 60 and 20 
minutes, respectively. All masters were exposed to ultraviolet (UV) light followed by a 
two-step post-exposure baking at 65°C for 10 minutes and at 95°C for 20 minutes. 
Before PDMS replication, all SU-8TM master molds were coated with a surfactant, 
(tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, 
Inc., Bristol, PA), to facilitate PDMS release without damaging the master molds, 
followed by rinsing with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) to remove excessive coating residues.  
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PDMS layers forming the microfluidic gradient generator channels and the light-
dark cycle control channels (both 130 μm thick) and the pneumatic binary demultiplexer 
(300 μm thick PDMS) were replicated from the SU-8TM masters by spin-coating 8 g of 
PDMS pre-polymer at the speed of 700 rpm and 300 rpm for 40 seconds, respectively. 
To create high-aspect-ratio trapping structures (85 μm/25 μm = 3.4) in the PDMS 
microalgae culture layer, an SU-8TM master mold having corresponding high-aspect-
ratio holes were required. However, a two-step PDMS casting method with a SU-8TM 
master having raised trapping structures was utilized rather than a typical single-layer 
casting method that resulted in severe crack to the structure due to the very long 
developing process. First, a PDMS master having deep holes was cast from the SU-8TM 
master by pouring 7 g of PDMS pre-polymer and curing it at 85 °C for 3 hours. The 
PDMS master was then coated with trichlorosilane and rinsed with IPA. A PDMS 
microalgae culture layer (around 300 μm thick) having the same features with the SU-
8TM master was replicated from the PDMS master by pouring 2.5 g of PDMS pre-
polymer and curing it at 85 °C for 4 hours. 
 All PDMS layers were treated with oxygen plasma (Plasma cleaner, Harrick 
Plasma, Ithaca, NY) before assembly. This PDMS assembly forming the microfluidic 
microalgal photobioreactor array was then bonded with an acrylic frame, which provided 
a CO2-controlled environment required for microalgae culture. The overall fabrication 
steps and assembly processes are summarized in Figure 2. 
Figure 3 shows images of the microfabricated high-throughput microfluidic 
microalgal photobioreactor array. The light blocking layer (Figure 3A), the light-dark 
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cycle control layer, the light intensity control layer, and the microalgae culture layer 
(Figure 3B) were successfully replicated from the master molds and assembled together. 
Also, the high-aspect-ratio trapping structures in the microalgae culture layer were 
successfully fabricated without damaging pillar structures through the two-step PDMS 
casting method (Figure 3C-D). Figure 3E illustrates the scanning electron micrograph 
(SEM) of the single culture chamber with five trapping sites. 
 
2.4. Microfluidic control of light intensity 
2.4.1. Characterization of on-chip light intensity control 
 The microfluidic gradient generator was utilized in the light intensity control 
layer to generate various intensities of light on a single platform with a single light 
source. First, a 16-outlet gradient generator was employed instead of the 8-outlet design 
to characterize the relationship between the concentrations of black dye and resulting 
light intensities. Light transmission (and light intensities) through different 
concentrations of black dye (different shading effects depending on black dye 
concentrations) were measured using a quantum sensor (LI-190 Quantum Sensor with 
LI-250A Light Meter, LI-COR Bioscience, Lincoln, Nebraska) by filling the light 
intensity control layer with 19 different black dye (black ink kit for Epson 78 printer) 
concentrations (0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.5, 4, 5, 6.5, 8.5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, 
100%). A 14-W compact fluorescent light bulb (65K) was placed on top as a light 
source, and the transmitted light intensity was measured by first changing the  
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Figure 2. Fabrication process of the microfluidic microalgal photobioreactor array. (A) 
Light blocking layer. (B) Microfluidic light-dark cycle control layer. (C) Microfluidic 
light intensity control layer. (D) Microalgae culture layer. (E) Bonding of all PDMS 
layers using O2 plasma treatment and assembly into a gas-tight acrylic frame for CO2-
controlled environment. 
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Figure 3. Microfabricated high-throughput microfluidic microalgal photobioreactor 
array. (A) Light blocking layer. (B) Fully assembled system. Light-dark cycle control 
layer (cyan: cycle control channels, pink: pneumatic binary demultiplexer) + light 
intensity control layer (purple) + microalgae culture layer (green) stacked on top of each 
other. Micrographs showing (C) the SU8TM master mold of the microalgae culture layer 
and (D) the PDMS replica having the same features with the master. (E) SEM image of a 
single culture chamber with five B. braunii colony trapping sites. 
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concentration of black dye inside the light intensity control channels and then by 
changing the distance between the device and the light source (from 4.5 cm to 25 cm) to 
control the maximum light intensity.  
Stronger light intensities (i.e., higher light transmissions) were observed as the 
concentration of black dye dropped and the distance between the light source and the 
platform became closer (Figure 4 and Table 3). When a particular concentration of black 
dye was filled in the channel, regardless of the intensity of the light source, the 
transmission rate through the particular black dye concentration was almost consistent 
(less than 2% standard deviations for each black dye concentration from 6 different 
incident light intensities, Table 3). Thus, each row of the culture compartments in the 
underlying microalgae culture layer was exposed to one of the 16 light intensities 
generated (Figure 5A). The gradient generator was designed so that a linear range of 
light intensities can be generated (Figure 5B, generated transmission rate from 0% to 
100% (R2 = 0.9991), corresponding to 0 – 132 μmol photons·m−2·s−1). The absolute light 
intensity on this platform can be easily changed, if needed, by simply adjusting the input 
black dye concentrations or the distance between the light source and the platform. 
When the light intensity control layer was used in combination with the light-dark cycle 
control layer, the 8-outlet gradient generator was used instead of the 16-output design 
(Figure 3B). 
 
2.4.2. Design of light intensity controlling scheme  
 A typical gradient generator that creates linearly-distributed gradient profile of  
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Figure 4. Correlation between measured light intensities and black dye concentrations. 
Distances between the light source and the platform were adjusted to control the incident 
light intensity. 
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Table 3. Light intensity measured through black-dye-filled light intensity control 
channel in the microfluidic platform and corresponding light transmittance rate. 
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Figure 5. On-chip control of light intensity. (A) Light intensity control layer producing 
16 different concentrations of black dye through the microfluidic gradient generator, 
where DI water (flow rate: 0.8 μl/min) and 40% black dye (flow rate: 5 μl/min) were 
used as the two inputs. (B) Corresponding transmitted light intensities showing 16 
different light intensities within a single microfluidic platform. 
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black dye concentrations was not appropriate here because the corresponding light 
intensities were not in the linear range due to the non-linear relationship of black dye 
concentrations and light transmission, as shown in Figure 4. Thus, a modified gradient 
generator capable of producing a linear range of light intensities was designed based on 
the mathematical model of a serial-dilution gradient generator.82 By deciding the output 
concentrations (C0 ~ CN+1), output flow rates (Q0 ~ QN+1), a  mixing channel resistance 
(RM) and a serial-cascading channel resistance (RS), all other channel resistances were 
calculated with below equations (Figure 12), and thereby, a gradient generator having 
objective output concentrations was designed with channel lengths converted from the 
calculated channel resistances. Objective output concentrations and channel lengths 
converted from calculated channels resistances are summarized in Table 4.  
 However, some channel lengths in Table 4, such as LL,1 and LL,2, were more than 
2m long, and this length was practically impossible to fabricate on 3 or 4 inch diameter 
substrates, which resulted from large numbers of outputs and a large difference between 
black dye concentrations for 0% and 6.67% light transmission. The resistance of 
rectangular microchannel is typically dependent on channel configuration, that is, length 
(L), width (w), and height (h) of the microchannel83: 
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Since most of long channel lengths in previous calculation were to form a certain  
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Table 4. Target concentrations and channel length calculated from channel resistances. 
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channel resistance, this length could be drastically reduced by decreasing the channel 
height while maintaining the same channel resistance. For example, when channel 
heights are reduced to 1/3 in LL,1 and LL,2, their length can be as short as less than 5 mm. 
By lowering some portions of long microchannels to 1/3 of its original height (90 μm  
30 μm), the modified gradient generator inducing a linear range of light intensities could 
be designed with a suitable size for 3 or 4 inch diameter silicon substrate. All channel 
lengths converted from the calculation of resistances when having two different height 
microchannels are summarized in Table 4. 
 
2.5. Microfluidic control of light-dark cycle 
2.5.1. Microfluidic pneumatic binary demultiplexer 
 The microfluidic pneumatic binary demultiplexer80 was composed of two distinct 
PDMS layers where the control layer containing control lines (H0 – H7 in Figure 6) to 
actuate microvalve patterns were placed on top of the flow layer comprising of input and 
output channels to be controlled (V0 – V15 in Figure 6). The microvalve patterns were 
formed at the junction where the top control lines crossed the bottom flow channels so 
that the thin membrane between the top and the bottom channels could be deflected by 
pneumatic actuation. This resulted in opening (negative pressure applied) or closing 
(positive pressure applied) of the bottom flow channels (Figure 6A). 
 The pneumatic binary demultiplexer was used to choose one particular channel 
out of the 16 output channels through which input solution could flow (Figure 6B). Each 
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pair of control channels (4 pairs in total) was connected to a group of microvalves 
regulating half of the flow channels. Thus, a pair of control channels formed a 
complementary pair (e.g., H0–H1, H2–H3, H4–H5, and H6–H7), and constituted one 
selection bit. To open (or select) a single output channel, only one control channel from 
each complementary valve pair had to be opened (actuated with a negative pressure, 
“open”) while the other was closed (actuated with a positive pressure, “close”). Thus, the 
open-close states of the two control channels forming a selection bit were always 
opposite. For instance, if the selection bit was 0, H0 was closed while H1 was open. On 
the other hand, if the selection bit was 1, H0 was open and H1 was closed. By deciding 
the state of each selection bit, opening and closing of the 16 output channels could be 
independently controlled. For example, when selection bit 1, 2, 3, and 4 were in state 0, 
1, 0, and 1, input solution could flow through the selected output channel V10 (01012 = 
10; Figure 6B). Due to the complementary microvalves organized in a binary 
architecture, 16 output microchannels (N) could be controlled with 8 control 
microchannels (2log2N). 
 For our developed microalgae photobioreactor array to control the different light-
dark cycles, a modified microfluidic pneumatic binary demultiplexer having two inputs 
(DI water and black dye) instead of a single input as described above was used. The 
overall working principle in the modified schematic was same, with the only difference 
being that two additional microvalve structures (A1 and A2 in complementary state) 
were used to control the two inputs (Figure 6C). Depending on whether A1 was open 
and A2 was closed, or A1 was closed and A2 was open, either black dye (input 1) or DI  
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Figure 6. Operation principle of a microfluidic binary demultiplexer. (A) Microvalve 
composed of a control layer and a flow layer utilized in this demultiplexer. (B) Binary 
demultiplexer in which 16 output channels were regulated with 8 control microchannels. 
(C) Modified binary demultiplexer having two inputs and two additional microvalves, 
which was utilized in the high-throughput microfluidic microalgal photobioreactor array 
to control different light-dark cycles.     
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water (input 2) could flow into the system. This selected input solution could then flow 
into one of the 8 output channels selected by the pneumatic binary demultiplexer (Figure 
6C). 
 
2.5.2. Characterization of on-chip light-dark cycle control 
 Light (or “day”) and dark (or “night”) conditions in the light-dark cycle control 
layer were realized by filling each channels with DI water and black dye, respectively. 
The intensities of transmitted light through DI water- and black dye-filled channels 
(height: 90 μm) in the light-dark cycle control layer were measured, and 100% and 0% 
transmissions were confirmed. The pneumatic binary demultiplexer successfully 
controlled the light-dark cycles in each of the 8 control channels independently (Figure 
7A-C), resulting in 8 different light-dark cycles on-chip; 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 24 
hours (Figure 7D). A 2-hour cycle means switching between light and dark conditions 
every 2 hours. 
 The transition time to switch between DI water (light) and black dye (dark), 
which determines the shortest possible light-dark cycle in the platform, could be easily 
adjusted by changing the flow rate of the two solutions. For example, at a flow rate of 
1.5 μl/min, the transition time was less than 4 minutes, and at a flow rate of 3.0 μl/min, 
the transition time was less than 2 minutes, which is the fastest possible transition time 
under these conditions. During all culture experiments presented here, the flow rate was 
set to 1.5 μl/min. 
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Figure 7. Operation of the microfluidically actuated light-dark cycle control layer. 
Channels labeled 1 – 8 indicate the 8 individual light-dark cycle control channels 
controlled by a pneumatic binary demultiplexer. Black and red lettering indicates black 
dye and DI water filled channels, respectively. (A) Channels 1, 3, 5, and 6 filled with 
black dye, resulting in a “dark” cycle to the underlying culture chambers, while channels 
2, 4, 7, and 8 filled with DI water resulting in a “light” cycle. (B) Only channel 1 in a 
“dark” cycle. (C) Culture chambers under channels 2, 4, 5, and 7 going through a “dark” 
cycle, while the rest of the chambers going through a “light” cycle. (D) Eight different 
light-dark cycles used in the subsequent experiments.  
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2.6. Isolation of light conditions 
 The light blocking layer in the microfluidic platform was employed to provide 
isolated light conditions onto each of the underlying microalgae culture compartments. 
To validate this capability, all open chambers in the light blocking layer were blocked 
except for one chamber (highlighted as “Open” in Figure 8A) to which light could 
penetrate. The intensities of light underneath the open chamber as well as adjacent 
blocked chambers were measured using the quantum sensor, and these measured 
intensities were compared to examine whether the light passing through the open 
chamber affected the neighboring chambers. The measurements were conducted at a 
light intensity of 165 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 by changing the distance between the light 
blocking layer and the quantum sensor, from 0.5 to 1.5 mm, corresponding to the gap 
between the microalgae culture layer and the light blocking layer (Figure 8B). 
 By creating 64 circular open chambers smaller than both the light-dark cycle and 
the light intensity control channel widths, the top light blocking layer was successfully 
utilized to prevent any light that was not passing through both the light-dark cycle and 
the light intensity control layers from reaching the underlying microalgae culture layer 
(Figure 8A). This layer also isolates the light conditions between chambers by blocking 
potential scattered light from neighboring chambers. A negligible amount of light 
interference between adjacent chambers (less than 1.5%) was observed (Figure 8B). 
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Figure 8. Light interference among neighboring chambers. (A) Schematic showing the 
setup for this measurement. All chambers in the light blocking layer were blocked 
except for one chamber (highlighted as “Open”), and the intensities of light underneath 
this particular chamber as well as adjacent chambers were measured and compared. (B) 
Comparison of the degree of transmitted light from neighboring chambers by changing 
the distance from the bottom of the platform used (0.5 and 1.5 in the graph legend 
indicate 0.5 and 1.5 mm). Number 165 in the graph legend indicates the intensity of 
incident light, 165 μmol photons·m−2·s−1. Less than 1.5% light transmittance was 
observed, which is negligible. 
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2.7. Botryococcus braunii (B. braunii) as a microalga model 
2.7.1. Biology of B. braunii 
Botryococcus braunii (B. braunii) is a green colonial microalga with a 
significantly higher hydrocarbon content compared to other microalgae, which have 
made this microorganism as a promising source of renewable fuels.60, 61, 84  Depending 
on the strain and growth conditions, up to 86% of algal dry weight can be hydrocarbons, 
most of which are retained in colony extracellular matrix while the remaining is found 
intracellularly.60, 84-86 Three races (A, B, and L) of B. braunii can be classified on the 
basis of the type of hydrocarbons they produce. The A race produces alkadienes and 
alkatrienes derived from fatty acids, and the L race accumulates tetraterpene, known as 
lycopadiene. The B race, analyzed in the platform, produces triterpenes, called 
botryococcenes. The three races also can be differentiated based on morphological and 
physiological characteristics. The individual cell size of L race (8 ~ 9 μm x 5 μm) is 
relatively smaller than that of A and B races (13 μm x 7 ~9 μm). These races can be 
distinguished based on colony color in the stationary phase and the nature of 
biopolymers present in the cell wall.60, 64, 66, 87-93 
The B race has attained a great interest among the three races on behalf of several 
characteristics which make it more attractive. First, large quantities of botryococcene 
derivatives, which are originating from the B race, are observed in current petroleum 
deposits.94 Second, the botryococcenes can be easily converted into biofuels suitable for 
internal combustion engines, including the petroleum-equivalent products such as 
gasoline, diesel, and kerosene using a single chemical process (hydrocracking).95, 96 
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Finally, the B race can typically accumulate botryococcenes up to 30 ~ 40 % of their dry 
weight.97 Thus, B. braunii race B, Berkeley strain was selected as our model microalga 
and its growth and oil accumulation under different light conditions were characterized 
with the developed microfluidic platform as a demonstration case. Microscopic images 
of B. braunii race B are shown in Figure 9. 
 
2.7.2. B. braunii preparation 
 Prior to loading into the microfluidic platform, B. braunii race B, Berkeley (or 
Showa) strain98 was cultured in 800 ml of modified Chu 13 media99, grown under 13-W 
compact fluorescent (65 K) lighting at a distance of 9.5 cm, which results in a light 
intensity of 80 μmol photons·m−2·s−1. The cultures went through a 12 hour light-dark 
cycle at 22.5°C, and were continuously aerated with filter-sterilized air containing 2.5% 
CO2. Subsequent subcultures were conducted every 4 to 6 weeks by inoculating 750 ml 
of new media with 50 ml of mature culture.64, 65 B. braunii in rapid growth phase (6 – 8 
days after every subculture) were collected and used for analysis in the microfluidic 
platform. 
 
2.8. Experimental setup and on-chip culture 
The microfluidic platform was sterilized with UV light for at least one hour prior 
to a culture experiment. The microalgae culture layer and the light intensity/cycle control 
layers were flushed with culture media and DI water, respectively. B. braunii loading  
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Figure 9. Microscopic images showing B. braunii race B colonies (A) suspended in 
culture media and (B) squeezed between glass slides. 
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was performed with a syringe pump (Fusion 200, Chemyx Inc., TX, 1 – 3 μl/min), and 
monitored under the microscope. Since two inlets for microalgae loading and culture 
media perfusion in the microalgae culture layer face each other, there was possible 
contamination resulting from microalgae solution flowing into the inlet of culture media 
perfusion. To minimize this potential contamination, two microvalve structures were 
utilized in microalgae loading process (Figure 10). During the cell loading, the culture 
media channel was blocked with the valve actuation, where the flow of microalgae 
solution can be minimized. Also, the microalgae loading channel can be completely 
separated during the culturing period by closing it with the microvalve structure. Once B. 
braunii colonies were loaded and captured at all of the trapping sites, any excessive 
algae that were not captured by the trapping sites were flushed out with culture media 
(10 – 15 μl/min for 10 minutes). During the culture, the platform was placed under a 
single light source at a distance of 9.7 cm (132 μmol photons·m−2·s−1) for the 16 
different light intensity condition experiments and at 10.7 cm (120 μmol 
photons·m−2·s−1) for the 8 different light-dark cycle condition experiments. Fresh culture 
media was continuously perfused with the syringe pump at a flow rate of 1 μl/min, and 
2.5% CO2 enriched air was provided at a flow rate of 500 ml/min to the acrylic frame 
holding the microfluidic platform. Since PDMS is gas permeable100, the gas 
concentration inside the microfluidic platform is identical to the gas concentration inside 
the acrylic frame. The entire operation of the system is automatically controlled by a 
LabviewTM interface controlling syringe pumps and pneumatic solenoid valves. The 
overall experimental setup is illustrated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10. Microvalve operation during microalgae loading process. (A) Before 
introducing microalgae into the platform, both channels were open and filled with 
culture media. (B) During loading process, normally open valve on culture media 
channel was blocked with pressure to minimize the flow of microalgae solution toward 
culture media inlet. (C) After loading, algae loading channel was blocked with the 
normally closed valve by releasing a negative pressure. 
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Figure 11. Experimental setup. Air containing 2.5% CO2 was generated by mixing 
atmospheric air and 99.9% CO2 in the ratio of 40 to 1 by controlling each gas flow with 
compact shielded flowmeters (VWR). This mixed gas was then sterilized through a 
filter, and flowed into the acrylic culture frame, where CO2 could diffuse into the 
microalgae culture compartments through the exposed thin PDMS layer. A 14-W 
compact fluorescent light bulb (65 K), which could provide different incident intensities 
of light depending on the distances from the microalgae culture platform, was used. 
Nutrients were continuously supplied by a syringe pump (1 μl/min, Chemyx Inc.), which 
introduced fresh culture media into the platform and flushed any waste products out of 
the platform. The flow of DI water and black dye to produce different light intensities 
and different light-dark cycles were also controlled with syringe pumps, where different 
flow rates were used for intensity control (5 μl/min : 0.8 μl/min = DI water : black dye) 
and light-dark cycle control (1.5 μl/min for both solutions). All control lines in the 
pneumatic binary demultiplexer to regulate the light-dark cycles were operated 
automatically by an array of solenoid valves and a programmable LabviewTM interface.  
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2.9. Growth analysis with single colony resolution 
Growth of B. braunii inside the microfluidic platform was characterized by 
tracking the sizes of colonies captured in each of the trapping sites over time. 
Immediately after the cell loading process, all B. braunii were imaged using an Eclipse 
TS 100F microscope (Nikon Instruments, Inc.) equipped with a digital camera  
 (DS-2MV), and these images were used as references (day 0). Once the culture started, 
images were taken every 2 – 3 days. To quantify the size change, the size of each B. 
braunii colony was first analyzed with an image analysis software package (Image J) by 
measuring its area. Then, the sizes of B. braunii colonies were compared to its initial 
size to characterize the growth. The single-colony trapping site allowed time-lapse 
imaging of the exactly same colony over the entire culture period, providing single-
colony resolution growth data. 
 
2.10. Quantifying oil production 
 To analyze and quantify the amount of oil accumulated by B. braunii under 
different light conditions, Nile red fluorescence staining was utilized. Nile red, a lipid-
soluble fluorescent dye that binds to neutral lipids, has been shown to efficiently stain B. 
braunii oil in the extracellular matrix as well as in intracellular oil bodies,64, 65 and has 
been used to accurately evaluate the oil content in B. braunii.101, 102 It has been also 
reported that the fluorescence intensity of cells stained with Nile red and the lipid 
content in B. braunii determined by a conventional solvent extraction system shows a 
linear relationship (R2 = 0.998).102 Thus, in our microfluidic microalgae platform, the oil 
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amount in B. braunii was analyzed by staining with Nile red and estimating the oil 
content based on the fluorescent intensity. 
 However, due to PDMS absorbing hydrophobic small molecules, Nile red 
staining inside the PDMS microalgae platform can cause severe background 
fluorescence.103 To resolve this issue, the PDMS platform was first filled with 3% 
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) and incubated at room temperature for 3 – 5 hours, 
followed by rinsing with culture media (Figure 12). For oil content measurement both 
before and after the culture period, a Nile red solution in acetone was diluted in culture 
media to a concentration of 0.75 μg/ml Nile red and 0.5% acetone, and this diluted 
solution was flowed through the culture chambers where microalgae were captured for 1 
hour at a flow rate of 1 – 10 μl/min. The channels were then rinsed with fresh culture 
medium for 10 minutes. 
 An alternative method is to selectively extract desired microalgal colonies off-
chip for Nile red staining and oil quantitation. By applying a backflow to the culture 
compartment, B. braunii colonies that were captured inside the trapping sites could be 
sequentially released and collected to off-chip reservoirs and then stained with Nile red. 
This process still allowed us to trace a specific colony to its original position due to the 
sequential nature of the release process into off-chip reservoirs. Even though this 
protocol was more time-consuming than on-chip staining, it ensured that all colonies 
were exposed to the same amount of Nile red solution, thus minimizing potential 
fluorescence intensity variations due to different degree of Nile red staining. Thus, this 
protocol was used to obtain accumulated oil data as well as oil per unit area data in the  
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Figure 12. Comparison of background noise in PDMS microalgae culture layer after 
Nile Red staining. (A) No treatment (Control: bare PDMS substrate). PDMS surface was 
treated with (B) 3% Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) in Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) 
and (C) 1% Pluronics F-108NF in water prior to the Nile Red staining. 
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result section. We are currently in the process of fully characterizing various on-chip 
staining protocols to minimize such potential variations. 
 After Nile red staining, microscopic images were obtained using a Zeiss Axio 
Observer Z1 microscope equipped with a digital camera (Orca Flash2.8 CMOS Camera) 
and a filter set (excitation: 450 – 490 nm, emission: 500 – 550 nm). To characterize the 
oil per unit area in B. braunii, first, Nile red fluorescence intensity per unit area of each 
B. braunii colony was measured using the Image J software, and then compared to the 
value measured at day 0. The increase in overall oil amount accumulated during the 
culture was also analyzed by calculating the ratio of the initial oil amount (initial B. 
braunii size x fluorescence intensity per unit area measured at day 0) and the final oil 
amount (final B. braunii size x fluorescence intensity per unit area measured at the end 
of the culture). 
 
2.11. Single microalga colony trapping 
Single-colony trapping structures in the culture compartments, each consisting of 
4 standing pillars with a gap between them, allowed the capture, culture, and analysis of 
microalgae with single-colony resolution over long periods of time (Figure 1B-C and 
3D-E). During the cell loading process, B. braunii suspended in culture media was 
flowed into the platform and the colonies were hydrodynamically captured by the 
trapping sites. Owing to the gaps and a slightly larger opening size (77 μm) of the 
trapping site compared to B. braunii colony size (Berkeley strain, typical diameter: 50 – 
70 μm), single colonies could be successfully captured (Figure 13A). Efficiency of fully 
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occupying all trapping sites with B. braunii was 98.4 ± 1.1% (315 out of 320 trapping 
sites on a single device). Since captured colonies could not escape the trapping sites 
under continuous perfusion, continual monitoring of the same B. braunii throughout a 
long-term culture was possible. As the microfluidic platform is compatible with light and 
fluorescence microscopy, algal colonies captured inside the trap could be analyzed in 
real-time by examining their growth based on bright-field imaging (Figure 13A) and 
Nile red-based fluorescence imaging (Figure 13C) for quantifying biomass and oil 
production, respectively. 
 
2.12. Analysis of microalgal growth and oil production under different light intensities 
 B. braunii colonies in the microfluidic platform were cultured for 12 days under 
16 different light intensities (Figure 5B), all under a 12-hour light-dark cycle (i.e., 12h 
light and 12h dark), to study the effect of light intensity on growth and oil production. 
The growth of B. braunii was characterized by tracking its size changes over time, where 
the size was analyzed by measuring the area of each colony. Nile red fluorescence 
staining was utilized to monitor and quantify oil (botryococcenes) content. Oil per unit 
area from each colony was defined as Nile red fluorescence intensity per unit area, and 
the total oil amount accumulated inside a colony was quantified by multiplying the 
colony size and the oil per unit area. Time-lapse microscopy showed that different light 
intensities resulted in different size increases (Figure 14A) and analysis of Nile red  
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Figure 13. Single B. braunii colony trapping in the microfluidic photobioreactor array. 
(A) A single microalgal cultivation compartment where five B. braunii colonies were 
captured inside each of the trapping sites. (B) Chlorophyll autofluorescence and (C) 
lipid-stained images (through Nile red treatment) of a single B. braunii colony inside the 
trapping structure. Inset shows merged image of corresponding bright-field, chlorophyll 
autofluorescence, and Nile red fluorescence. Dotted lines indicate micropillar structures 
that formed a single trapping site.  
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stained B. braunii also showed differences in oil accumulation under varying light 
intensities (Figure 14B). 
 The average colony size increase under the 12-hour cycle after 12 days of growth 
and compared to day 0 increased up to a certain light intensity level (229% increase at 
113 μmol photons·m−2·s−1), but then showed a lower size increase as light intensity 
increased (171% increase at 132 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, Figure 15A), possibly due to 
photoinhibition. The size increase trend under different light intensities was similar 
throughout the time-course experiment (5, 7, 10, and 12 days of culture) (Figure 15B). 
This growth trend indicates that culture periods between 10 and 12 days may be 
sufficient to evaluate the effects of light intensity on the growth characteristics of B. 
braunii. 
Oil per unit area became higher as the light intensity increased (maximum 
increase: 51 % compared to day 0), but then started to plateau or slightly decrease as the 
light intensity was raised (99 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 and higher, Figure 15C). 
Interestingly, maximum oil per unit area was observed at a slightly lower light intensity 
level (99 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, Figure 15C) compared to the intensity under which 
maximum size increase was observed (113 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, Figure 15A). Thus, 
even at a light intensity under which maximum size increase was observed, oil 
production per unit area seems to have already saturated, possibly due to the stress 
response to increased light intensity. However, maximum total oil accumulation during 
culturing still occurred under the same light intensity that produced the maximum size 
increase (113 μmol photons·m−2·s−1, Figure 15C). 
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Figure 14. Micrographs showing B. braunii growth and oil production under 16 
different light intensities with a 12-hour light-dark cycle. (A) Example images of B. 
braunii colonies at days 0, 5, 7, 10, and 12 from six of the 16 light intensities used. (B) 
Example images of B. braunii colonies stained with Nile red after 12 days of culture. 
The number in each image indicates light intensity. Scale bar = 50 µm.  
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Figure 15. Analysis of B. braunii growth and oil production under 16 different light 
intensities with a 12-hour light-dark cycle. (A) Increase in average B. braunii colony size 
and oil amount after 12 days of culture and (B) time-course analysis of average size 
increase of B. braunii at days 5, 7, 10, and 12 under 16 different light intensities (n = 
18). (C) Average oil per unit area (Nile red fluorescence intensity per unit area) in B. 
braunii after 12 days of culture (n = 23). Control indicates the average oil per unit area 
measured at day 0. All data shown are mean ± standard error.   
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The trends of growth and oil production observed from different light conditions 
matched well with recent research67, where increasing growth rate was observed with 
increasing light intensity, but then decreased beyond a specific light intensity. In typical 
flaks culture, B. braunii biomass increase over a 12-day culture period has been reported 
to be 26%,66 which is much lower to that observed under this microfluidic platform. It is 
also known that oil accumulation increase over a 12-day culture period is in the range of 
a 28% increase66, again much lower to that observed under this microfluidic platform. 
Thus, this platform may provide better growth conditions (more direct light exposure to 
the colony) over the standard culturing system.  It has also been reported that a linear 
relationship exists between hydrocarbon content (oil amount) and growth rates67. A 
similar relationship was obtained from our platform where the highest oil accumulation 
was observed under the light condition that also showed maximum growth. Our study 
also shows a decrease in growth and oil production beyond the light intensity of 113 
μmol photons·m−2·s−1. While this level of light intensity may be low for photoinhibition 
compared to that seen in land plants, studies have shown that photoinhibition can occur 
even at low light levels and is related to the total irradiance received by the cell, not the 
amount of excess light104. Additionally, photoinhibition in the green microalga 
Neochloris oleoabundans has been shown to occur at light levels above 180 μmol 
photons·m−2·s−1, a level very similar to that presented in this study105. As a matter of 
fact, this finding of light level that causes photoinhibition in B. braunii has not been 
previously reported. 
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The growth characteristics of algae in the current study were evaluated through 
size tracking using bright field microscopy, although this method is useful, it makes 
automated image analysis challenging. Measurement of chlorophyll autofluorescence is 
one of the most widely used and convenient methods to estimate algal biomass106, 107. 
The chlorophyll autofluorescence of B. braunii colonies captured inside the microfluidic 
platform was also characterized to analyze the relationship between the colony sizes and 
fluorescence intensities. Microscopy for quantifying chlorophyll autofluorescence was 
conducted using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, LLC) 
equipped with a digital camera (Orca Flash2.8 CMOS Camera) and a filter set 
(excitation: 460 – 500 nm, emission > 600 nm). The size of B. braunii and its 
corresponding intensity sum of chlorophyll autofluorescence were measured using an 
image analysis software (Image J), and the correlation between these measurements was 
analyzed. Our study shows that there is a strong correlation (R2 = 0.9937) between the 
intensity sum of chlorophyll autofluorescence and the size of B. braunii (Figure 16). 
This suggests that algal growth analysis can be conducted through fluorescent imaging 
in the future, which is much more amenable for fully automatic image processing to 
minimize the analysis time. 
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Figure 16. Correlation between size and chlorophyll autofluorescence of B. braunii 
colonies. (A) Chlorophyll autofluorescence and bright field images of captured B. 
braunii colonies inside the platform. (B) Strong linear correlation (R2=0.9937) between 
B. braunii size and intensity sum of its corresponding chlorophyll autofluorescence, 
which also indicates strong linear relationship between size and biomass. 
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2.13. Analysis of microalgal growth and oil production under different light-dark cycles 
 To investigate the effect of different light-dark cycles on growth and oil 
production, B. braunii colonies in the microfluidic platform were cultured under 8 
different cycles (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 24 hours of day and night) for 17 days at a 
light intensity of 120 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 (Figure 17A-B). The light intensity of 120 
μmol photons·m−2·s−1 was selected since that intensity was close to the level where 
maximum growth and oil accumulation was observed (Figure 15A). Over a 17 day 
analysis, the colony size increase compared to day 0 peaked under the 8-hour cycle at 
191%, and then rapidly dropped to about a 148% increase under the 12-hour cycle 
(Figure 18A), a light cycle commonly used in conventional B. braunii cultures64-66. The 
size increase further dropped to a 108% increase at the 24-hour cycle (Figure 18A). 
Further time-course analyses of size increase after 4, 7, 11, and 14 days of culture period 
showed that a similar trend was observed after 11 days of culturing (Figure 18B). 
Combined with our light intensity studies above that showed an optimal culturing period 
of 10 – 12 days, the 11 day time point should be sufficient to fully understand the growth 
characteristics of B. braunii, a tremendous reduction in time compared to the 
conventional 4 – 6 week laboratory-scale culture64-66. 
The highest amount of oil per unit area was observed under the 2-hour cycle 
(45% increase compared to day 0), 1.8 times higher compared to the oil per unit area 
under the typically used 12-hour cycle (25% increase compared to day 0, Figure 18C). 
Interestingly, maximum total oil accumulation was observed under the 8-hour cycle 
(261% increase compared to day 0, Figure 18A), the same condition under which the 
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largest colony size increase was observed (Figure 18A). However, due to the 
significantly higher oil production per unit area (Figure 18C), total oil accumulation 
under the 2-, 4-, and 6-hour cycles all showed relatively high increases compared to day 
0 (235, 239, and 259% increase, respectively, Figure 18A). The use of our 
photobioreactor array allowed us to define the conditions to optimize oil production (per 
unit area and total accumulation) compared to the currently used culture conditions, and 
more importantly this device will allow for future detailed mechanistic studies to be 
conducted for direct side-by-side comparisons between growth and oil production for a 
wide variety of algal strains of interest. 
 An interesting finding was that the 2-hour light-dark cycle showed higher oil 
production per unit area compared to conventionally used 12-hour cycle (1.8 times). 
This was different from the 8-hour cycle under which maximum total oil accumulation 
and growth were observed. This was due to the fact that a high level of oil production 
per unit area occurred between the 2-6 hour cycles even though the growth for these 
cycles was slower than that of the 8-hour cycle. This finding clearly demonstrates the 
importance of fully understanding the relationship between growth and oil accumulation 
under combinations of different light intensities and light-dark cycles. 
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Figure 17. Micrographs showing B. braunii growth and oil production under 8 different 
light-dark cycles at a light intensity of 120 μmol photons·m−2·s−1. (A) Example images 
of single B. braunii colonies at day 0, 7, 14, and 17 days. (B) Example images of B. 
braunii colonies stained with Nile red after 17 days of culture. Scale bar = 50 µm.  
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Figure 18. Analysis of B. braunii growth and oil production under 8 different light-dark 
cycles at a light intensity of 120 μmol photons·m−2·s−1. (A) Increase in average size and 
oil amount after 17 days. (B) time-course analysis of average size increase of B. braunii 
at days 5, 7, 10, and 12 (n = 15). (C) Average oil per unit area in B. braunii after 17 days 
(n = 21). Control indicates the average oil per unit area measured at day 0. All data 
shown are mean ± standard error.   
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2.14. Comparison with conventional flask cultures 
 Conventional B. braunii culture periods are very long (4 – 6 weeks)64-66 due to 
their slow growth rate, which makes analysis of optimal growth conditions very time-
consuming. Therefore, B. braunii is a good model microalga for studying slow-growing 
microalgae as well as for assessing the long-term culture and analysis capabilities of the 
developed platform. In conventional flask culture systems, 800 ml of media is required 
to support 6-weeks of culturing B. braunii under a single light condition. However, in 
the microfluidic platform, 60.48 ml of media is needed to culture B. braunii for 6 weeks 
under 64 different light conditions (continuous media perfusion rate: 1 µl/min, 1 µl/min 
x 60 minutes x 24 hours x 42 days = 60.48 ml), and thus, each light condition requires 
945 µl of media (60.48 ml/64 = 945 µl), almost 850 times less reagent consumption 
compared to current conditions (800 ml/945 µl = 846.6). More importantly, growth 
characteristics of B. braunii under 64 different light conditions can be analyzed after 11 
days of culture inside the microfluidic platform, resulting in almost 250 times higher 
throughput (64 experiments/11 days x 42 days = 244.4) compared to the conventional 
flask system (1 experiment/42 days). 
 
2.15. Variation of the microfluidic photobioreactor array 
 The current platform utilizes arrays of single-colony trapping microstructures for 
the presented analysis. However, trapping structure design can be easily modified to 
accommodate different numbers of colonies (Figure 19A-C), which would enable 
studying the effect of different population densities on growth/biomass/oil production, 
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which have been reported in some microalgae108, 109. Also, the current platform can be 
modified and applied to investigate unicellular microalgae, where single/multiple 
Tetraselmis suecica cells were captured at the revised trapping structures (Figure 19D-F) 
and successfully cultured (Figure 19G) and stained with Nile red (Figure 19H) in the 
platform. Here, the use of this device demonstrates that such detailed characterizations 
could be conducted for a large variety of different algal strains. 
 
2.16. Microfluidic control of nutrient/chemical compositions 
2.16.1. Motivation and design concept 
 Growth media for microalgae culture is composed of essential elements such as 
nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and iron, and trace elements6, 60, 92. Several studies have 
been done to improve biomass and oil productions by changing compositions of the 
essential elements; deficiency of nitrogen or phosphorus can lead to higher oil 
accumulation60, 110; different concentration of nitrogen results in different growth rate 
and oil production111. Here, we have developed a high-throughput microalgae analysis 
platform capable of not only generating different nutrient compositions in culture media, 
but also providing more growing factors controlled culture environment by combining 
with light condition control function. 
The platform consists of 4 PDMS functional layers; a light blocking layer, a 
microfluidic light-dark cycle control layer, a microfluidic light intensity control layer, 
and a microalgae culture layer with media gradient. 4 different culture media  
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Figure 19. Different designs of algal colony trapping sites. (A) Single-colony trapping 
design consisting of smaller opening (52 µm). Multiple-colony trapping designs having 
(B) a large circular structure and (C) a long U-shape structure. (D) Single-cell trapping 
design showing the successful capture of unicellular microalga, Tetraselmis suecica. 
Multiple-cell trapping designs with (E) a short U-shape structure and (F) a long U-shpae 
structure. (G) Time-lapse images showing the growth of Tetraselmis suecica cells inside 
the platform. (H) Microscopic images of Tetraselmis suecica cells stained with Nile red. 
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compositions can be produced on the microalgae culture layer through a gradient 
generator which outputs are connected to microalgae culture compartments. Light 
intensity control layer and light-dark cycle control layer are designed to generate 4 
different light intensities and light-dark cycles, respectively. By combining these four 
layers, each of 64 unique conditions can be exposed to each of 64 culture chambers in 
microalgae culture layer (4 different culture media x 4 different light cycles x 4 different 
light intensities = 64 different culture conditions). 
 
2.16.2. Microalgae analysis platform for screening antibiotics 
 Interaction with bacteria can be either positive or negative to microalgae60; 
bacteria can enhance microalgae growth and oil production by releasing substance such 
as vitamin or by producing nitrogen derivatives and inorganic nutrients112, 113; on the 
other hand, they can hinder microalgae growth by competing for nutrients or by 
secreting algaecides114, 115. From previous microalgae culture tests in the platform, 
severe bacteria and slime mold contaminations were observed during the culture. 
Although it was not determined whether these bacteria were positive or negative, 
sometimes these contaminations blocked proper transport of nutrients and chemicals to 
microalgae, and also clogged the outlet of the platform. In order to overcome these 
issues, a microfluidic microalgae analysis platform capable of studying the effect of 
antibiotics combinations on microalgae growth and contamination has been developed. 
The microalgae analysis platform is composed of two PDMS layers; a top 
microalgae loading layer and a bottom microalgae culture/analysis layer with antibiotics 
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gradient (Figure 20A). First, through the top microalgae loading layer, microalgae can be 
introduced and captured at the bottom culture/analysis layer by passing a via hole array, 
which interconnect the top and the bottom layers (Figure 20B). Then, 8 different 
mixtures of antibiotics, in other words, 8 different concentrations of antibiotics 
combination are produced through a gradient generator between two inlets and 
culture/analysis compartments in the bottom layer (Figure 20B-D). By applying these 8 
different antibiotics cocktails with culture media perfusion, microalgal growth/oil 
production as well as contamination inside the platform can be monitored to investigate 
optimized concentration/combination of antibiotics that only affects contaminants or 
minimizes bacteria contamination. 
As a preliminary test, B. braunii was cultured under two different culture media 
conditions, without antibiotics treatment (control) and with antibiotics treatment, and its 
growth as well as the contamination level inside the platform were compared each other. 
Mixture of timentin (15 mg), rifampicin (2 mg), and nystatin (5 mg) in 1% dimethyl 
sulfoxide (DMSO) (v/v) was diluted in 100 ml culture media, and this solution was used 
as the antibiotics cocktail. After 10 days of culture, B. braunii grown without antibiotics 
treatment showed growth and had healthy green color, but bacteria contamination was 
observed inside the platform (Figure 20E). On the other hand, no contamination was 
found out inside the platform when antibiotics cocktail was provided. However, B. 
braunii colonies were also damaged and its color became brownish, probably due to 
large amount of antibiotics used, where further optimization of antibiotics is required by 
utilizing the developed microfluidic analysis platform (Figure 20F). 
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Figure 20. Microalgae analysis platform capable of screening the effect of different 
antibiotic combinations. (A) Illustration of the platform – a top microalgae loading layer 
and a microalgae culture/analysis layer. (B) Operation of the platform – microalgae 
loading and gradient generation of antibiotics cocktail. (C) Fabricated platform showing 
the gradient generation of antibiotics cocktail. (D) Characterization of concentration 
profile produced through the gradient generator. Comparison of B. braunii growth and 
contamination (E) without antibiotics treatment (Control) and (F) with antibiotics 
treatment.        
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2.17. Conclusion 
 A high-throughput microfluidic microalgae photobioreactor array was developed 
to investigate growth and oil production of microalgae under 64 different light 
conditions in parallel. Continuous perfusion of nutrients to each culture compartment 
containing multiple single-colony trapping structures allowed long-term analysis with 
single-colony resolution. This platform also overcame the limitations of conventional 
culture systems by applying identical conditions to all microalgae in trapping sites and 
implementing high-throughput screening capabilities. B. braunii colonies were 
successfully characterized using the array platform and resulted in identifying light 
conditions that showed maximum oil production that differed from conditions typically 
used in conventional cultures. This screening was achieved at 250 times higher 
throughput and 850 times less reagent consumption. In addition, the platform was 
integrated with the capability to create different culture media/chemical conditions for 
microalgal cells, where the effect of different antibiotics combinations was successfully 
tested.   
 The growth and oil production studies conducted through the microfluidic 
photobioreactor array here is meant to serve as a demonstration of a standardized 
photobioreactor platform that can be used to examine algal growth and oil production 
under a combination of different conditions. Additionally, the use of this device 
demonstrates that such detailed characterizations could be conducted for a large variety 
of different algal strains, both natural and engineered, at high throughput. The 
knowledge gained through such studies also has the potential to be directly utilized in 
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large-scale cultures. We expect that this platform will serve as a powerful tool to 
investigate how algal growth and oil production are influenced by light conditions as 
well as screening through various growth conditions against algal strains of interest, all 
at significantly lower cost and shorter time, which can dramatically accelerate the 
development of renewable algal energy systems. This work has been published and 
selected as a HOT ARTICLE as well as a front cover page in Journal of Lab on a Chip29.
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CHAPTER III  
A HIGH-THROUGHPUT MICROFLUIDIC SINGLE-CELL  
SCREENING AND SELECTION PLATFORM 
 
3.1. Motivation 
 Developing microalgal strains having enhanced growth rates and higher 
biomolecular production is one of the major strategies to achieve commercially viable 
microalgae-based bioproduction5, 9, 116. Microalgal strain development to obtain better 
performing microalgae has been achieved through identification of new strains, genetic 
and metabolic engineering, or evolutionary pressure5, 9, 117. These methods involve 
conventional screening process to select microalgal strains showing desired properties 
(i.e., enhanced growth and oil production) where sample cell populations are diluted and 
cultured on their media plates, followed by manually picking the cells of interest. 
Although this process is useful and widely utilized, it is quite labor-intensive, time-
consuming, and requiring long culture periods. The large numbers of samples (103 – 106) 
to be screened to find out microalgae of interest also make this process very challenging. 
To resolve these limitations, a different approach is needed to minimize manual 
intervention as well as to increase the throughput, and a high-throughput microfluidic 
single-cell screening and selection platform can be one solution. 
 Various microfluidic single-cell analysis platforms integrated with sorting 
capabilities have been developed117. Microfluidic flow cytometers are one good 
example, where large numbers of single cells can be analyzed by measuring fluorescence 
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signals from tagged cells or their dielectric properties, followed by selective sorting of 
particular cells utilizing dielectrophoretic sorting or acoustophoretic sorting117-119. 
Microdroplet-based microsystems also provide high-throughput single-cell analysis 
capabilities by encapsulating a single-cell into a monodisperse aqueous droplet, which 
functions as an independent microreactor. The contents of the microdroplets are then 
typically identified using fluorescence detection techniques, followed by selective 
sorting through pneumatic, dielectrophoretic or acoustophoretic forces50, 53, 120. Although 
these platforms have been successfully utilized in detecting and selectively sorting single 
cells at high-throughput, they are end-point measurements and thus cannot be used to 
track the exact same single cells over time (i.e., lack of time-course analysis 
capabilities). Many of the platforms are also limited in single-cell culture capabilities 
and thus lack the capability to measure certain characteristics such as cell growth rate. 
Droplet microfluidic systems do have single-cell culture capabilities, but either do not 
allow long-term culture or require complicated droplet manipulation or processing to 
enable long-term culture. 
 Only a few microfluidic single-cell analysis platforms have been developed so 
far that allow both single-cell time-course analysis and selective cell retrieval 
capabilities. An optofluidic microsystem has been reported where single cells could be 
immobilized in a microwell array via sedimentation, and then selectively released with 
the optical scattering force generated from an infrared laser121. Hydrodynamic trapping 
schemes based on the principle of fluidic resistance have also been developed, where 
polymer beads or cell-encapsulating alginate beads captured at trapping sites could be 
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selectively retrieved through an air bubble generated via laser heating that pushed out 
beads from the trapping sites122, 123. However, both methods require expensive laser 
equipment as well as accurate alignment of the laser to each of the trapping sites. The 
exposure of intense laser light or heat pulses during the extraction process can also have 
negative influences on cells. Negative dielectrophoresis (nDEP) combined with cell 
trapping via microdam structures or mild negative pressure in an array-format has also 
been proposed124, 125. Single yeast cells could be captured through the trapping structures 
and specific cells could be selectively released by generating nDEP force with the 
integrated electrodes. Although the exposure of cells to a strong electric field could be 
reduced, this approach has low throughput, and would require complex on-chip 
interconnections and off-chip support circuitry, which would be unsuitable for large 
arrays of trapping sites. Most importantly, all of these cell-trap designs are open-trap 
structures that do not have enough space for cell growth and division. As soon as cells 
divide and double, they will escape from the trapping sites, making it impossible to 
measure growth rates of individual cells. 
 Here, we have developed a high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening 
platform, which provides the capabilities of single-cell trapping in an array format, long-
term culture and analysis of the cell’s growth rates, on-chip fluorescent tagging, 
followed by selective retrieval of target cells showing traits of interest. The 1024 
individually controllable single-cell trapping and culturing sites allowed hydrodynamic 
trapping of single cells and had enough space for cells to grow and divide over long 
periods of time while being directly monitored. Each trapping site had an individually 
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addressable gate structure, where the closure of the gate structure resulted in a closed 
compartment that kept the all cells within the trapping site. Opening of the gate structure 
allowed for retrieving the cells from the trapping site through simple backflow. The 
individual control of each trapping site enabled selectively extracting only the cells of 
interest to off-chip reservoirs for further analysis or selection. A microfluidic OR logic 
gate allowed controlling the 1024 trapping sites using only 22 control channels.  
 
3.2. Design and operating principle of the individually addressable single-cell trap 
 A platform that can screen through large libraries of cells such as genetically 
engineered or mutagenized cells requires the capability to capture and isolate single 
cells, culture the isolated single cells for some period of time while monitoring the 
cellular properties of interest, and to be able to selectively extract the cell of interest for 
collection or further analysis, all at high throughput. The proposed microfluidic single-
cell screening platform is composed of three PDMS layers; a top microfluidic control 
layer, a middle microfluidic control layer, and a bottom microfluidic cell culture/analysis 
array layer (Figure 21A). The bottom microfluidic cell culture/analysis layer (height: 16 
µm) has an array of 1024 single-cell trapping sites (32 x 32) where a single cell can be 
captured, cultured, and analyzed in each of the trapping sites with a continuous perfusion 
of culture media. After analysis, cells of interest residing in a particular trapping site can 
be selectively collected to an off-chip reservoir by opening only the particular trapping  
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Figure 21. Illustration of the high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening 
platform. (A) Two functional layers – a microfluidic control layer and a microfluidic cell 
culture/analysis layer. (B-C) Enlarged view of three U-shaped cell-trapping sites, each 
showing multiple cells grown from an initial single cell inside the traps. Bar-shaped gate 
structures in front of each U-shaped trap function as gates to control the opening and 
closing of each trapping site. The front gate is only open when pressure in both the row 
and column control microchannels in the control layer is released simultaneously. 
Trapped cells from only the cell trapping site with an open gate structure can be 
extracted when applying a backflow. 
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site while all other trapping sites remain closed, followed by applying a backflow to 
release the cells from the selected trapping site (Figure 21B-C). Each trapping site 
consists of a U-shaped microstructure (height: 16 µm, width: 15 µm) with a narrow 
opening (3 µm) in the center that functions as a single-cell trap and a top-hanging bar-
shaped structure (height: 7 µm) that functions as a gate in front of the U-shaped cell trap 
(Figure 22A). During cell loading, culturing, and analysis, these gate structures remain 
open (positioned 9 µm above from the bottom surface), where single cells, nutrients, and 
chemicals can be delivered into the U- shaped cell traps with a forward flow of culture 
media. During the cell extraction process, all gate structures except the one at a 
particular trapping site of interest are closed by pushing down these gate structures 
toward the bottom surface of the cell culture/analysis layer. The vertical movement of 
the arrays of gates at each trapping site can be individually controlled by utilizing the top 
and middle control layers through hydraulic pressure. 
 The top and the middle control layers have 32 columns and rows of control 
microchannels, respectively. When these two layers are combined together, 1024 
junctions are generated in which each junction area matches with the gate structure of 
each trapping site in the underlying cell culture/analysis layer (Figure 21A and 22A). 
Since a thin PDMS membrane (thickness: 20 ~ 25 µm) is formed between each layer, 
when hydraulic pressure is applied to the middle control microchannels, the thin 
membrane between the middle control layer and the underlying cell culture/analysis 
layer is pushed downward. This downward movement pushes the gate structure down, 
closing the trapping site (Figure 22D). On the other hand, if the hydraulic pressure is  
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Figure 22. A schematic view of a single trapping site where its opening and closing are 
controlled through two microfluidic control channels. (A) Each trapping site consists of 
a U-shaped cell trap where a single cell is hydrodynamically captured and a gate 
structure that can be selectively opened or closed by actuating the control microchannels 
with hydraulic pressure. (B) The actuation principle to close the single trapping site, 
which effectively becomes a microfluidic OR logic gate. (C) The trapping site remains 
open only when neither the top nor the middle control microchannels are pressurized. 
(D) When the middle control microchannel is pressurized, the gate structure is pushed 
down and the trapping site is closed. (E) When both control microchannels or only the 
top control microchannel are actuated, the trapping site remain closed. 
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released from the middle control channels, the deformed membrane restores to its 
original position, lifting up the gate structure to open the trapping site (Figure 22C). 
When the top control microchannels are actuated with hydraulic pressure, the thin 
PDMS membrane between the top and the middle control layer is pushed down, and 
consequently the ridge structures hanging upside down from the membrane pushes down 
the underlying PDMS membrane between the middle control layer and the cell 
culture/analysis layer together with the gate structure, closing the trapping site (Figure 
22E). To facilitate the closing of the gate structure when the top control layer is 
pressurized, a top-hanging ridge structure (3 µm above from the bottom) is employed in 
the middle control layer, which allows the closing of the trapping sites using lower 
hydraulic pressure. 
 Thus, the gate structure controlled by the two perpendicular control 
microchannels stacked on top of each other is designed to close the trap when either one 
of the top or the middle control microhannels are actuated with hydraulic pressure or 
when both microchannels are actuated with hydraulic pressure, but to remain open when 
neither microchannels are pressurized (Figure 22C-E). The opening and closing principle 
of this gate structure to open or close the cell trapping site is similar to a microfluidic OR 
logic gate (Figure 22B). Here the output of the microfluidic OR logic gate becomes ‘0’ 
(trapping site: open) only when both inputs to the gate are ‘0’ (both control 
microchannels are “open”, meaning no pressure applied). However, the output of the 
gate becomes ‘1’ (trapping site: closed) if either one of the inputs or both are ‘1’ (at least 
one of the two control microchannels are “closed”, meaning pressurized). This 
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microfluidic OR logic gate implemented here allows independently controlling a large 
array of trapping sites with minimum number of control lines. 
 
3.3. Independently accessing a large array of single cell traps 
 In mutant cell library screening, after identifying the few cells (typically less than 
few %) having a desired feature (e.g., high growth rate, high biomolecule production 
rate, high or low drug resistance), which can be captured in any of the traps in a large 
array of trapping sites, the corresponding trapping sites have to be selectively opened for 
cell retrieval and collection off-chip. Thus it becomes crucial to be able to independently 
access each of the cell trapping sites. To extract cells of particular interest after analysis, 
first, hydraulic pressure is applied to both the column-direction control microchannels in 
the middle control layer and the row-direction control microchannels in the top control 
layer, closing all trapping sites (Figure 23B). Next, only the row (in the top control 
layer) and the column microchannels (in the middle control layer) covering the particular 
trapping site of interest are selected and then, the hydraulic pressure is released, which 
results in that particular trapping site to be open (Figure 23C-D). Since a trapping site 
can be opened only when pressure from both control microchannels (row-direction and 
column-direction) are released, trapping sites where either the row or column-direction 
control microchannels are depressurized remain closed. Finally, by applying backflow 
from the outlet, cells from only this particular trapping site can be released and flow into 
an on-chip or off-chip reservoir for collection and further analysis (Figure 21C and 
23D).                         
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Figure 23. Operation principle and sequence of the selective cell extraction process from 
a particular trapping site. (A) During cell loading, culturing, and analysis periods, all 
control microchannels in both control layers are not pressurized, and thus all trapping 
sites stay open. (B) To extract cells from a particular trapping site (highlighted with a 
dashed circle), first all trapping sites are closed by pressurizing all control 
microchannels. (C-D) By releasing the pressure from the second column-control 
microchannel in the top control layer (red) and the second row-control microchannel in 
the middle control layer (green), only the gate of the underlying trapping layer at the 
(2,2) position opens while all other traps remain closed. This allows selective release and 
collection of cells from the trap position (2,2) with backflow. 
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 To regulate each of the 32 control microchannels with reduced number of inputs, 
a microfluidic binary demulitplexer scheme was utilized in both the top and the middle 
control layers29, 80. This allowed a total of 64 control microchannels to be regulated with 
only 22 inputs (10 for the binary demultiplexer control lines + 1 for input source = 11 
inputs required for each of the top and the middle control layers). Thus, all of the 1024 
trapping sites can be independently controlled and target cells of interest in any of the 
1024 trapping sites can be selectively extracted using only 22 tubing connections. All 
control microchannels in both control layers were regulated by arrays of solenoid valves 
(SMC, Noblesville, IN) controlled by a custom LabViewTM program (National 
Instruments, TX). All control microchannels were filled with DI water (hydraulic 
pressure) instead of air in order to prevent bubble formation in the cell culture/analysis 
layer during the operation. 
 
3.4. Fabrication 
 The microfluidic platform was fabricated in PDMS (10:1 mixture, Sylgard® 184) 
using the soft-lithography technique. The master molds for the top control layer, the 
middle control layer, and the bottom cell culture/analysis layer were fabricated by SU-
8TM photoresist using a conventional photolithography process. The top control 
microchannels and the binary demultiplexer for both control layers were 50 μm deep, 
obtained by spin-coating SU-8TM 2050 at 3500 rpm. The middle control microchannels 
with ridge structures were made of two SU-8TM layers by spin-coating them at 1000 and 
3000 rpm, respectively (SU-8TM 2002: 3 μm, SU-8TM 2025: 30 μm). In the cell 
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culture/analysis layer, the gate structures (thickness: 7 μm) were first patterned by spin-
coating SU-8TM 2007 at 3500 rpm, followed by the fabrication of the U-shaped single 
cell traps (thickness: 16 μm, SU-8TM 2015 at 3000 rpm). PDMS layers forming the top 
control microchannels (thickness: 70 μm, 1300 rpm), the middle control microchannels 
(thickness: 50 μm, 2000 rpm), and the cell culture/analysis layer (thickness: 40 μm, 2500 
rpm) were replicated from the SU-8TM masters by spin-coating PDMS pre-polymer for 
40 seconds. The thickness of the SU-8TM masters as well as the replicated PDMS devices 
was measured using an optical surface profilometer (Veeco NT9100, Veeco, NY). All 
PDMS layers were aligned and assembled under a microscope upon 90 seconds of 
exposure to oxygen plasma. For sterilization, the assembled platform was treated with 
ultra-violet (UV) light for at least one hour. Prior to cell loading, this cell 
culture/analysis layer was also coated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 3 ~ 5 hours 
by filling the microchannels with 3% (w/w) BSA solution to prevent cell adsorption as 
well as to minimize the background noise during Nile red staining. 
 The single-cell screening platform was successfully fabricated by replicating 
each PDMS layer (the top control layer, the middle control layer, and the bottom cell 
culture/analysis layer) from the mater molds and assembling all the layers together 
(Figure 24A-C). Compared to our model microalga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. 
reinhardtii) (typical diameter: 5 ~ 10 µm), the trapping structure has a slightly larger 
opening (15 µm) at the front, where single microalgal cells could be successfully 
captured. The 3D structure of the single trapping site with a captured C. reinhardtii is 
shown in Figure 24D, reconstructed using confocal microscopy by intentionally over- 
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Figure 24. Microfabricated high-throughput screening platform. (A-C) Microscopic 
images of each PDMS layer. (D) 3D reconstruction of the PDMS cell culture/analysis 
layer having a single C. reinhardtii cell captured within, visualized by imaging its 
chlorophyll autofluorescence. Scale bar = 100 µm. 
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staining the PDMS device with Nile red to view the trapping structure and using 
chlorophyll autofluorescence to view the C. reinhardtii cell. 
 
3.5. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. reinhardtii) as a microalga model 
 The capabilities of the developed single-cell extraction platform were tested 
using a unicellular green microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. reinhardtii) CC-125 
strain, a model microalga widely used for genetic and mutagenic engineering. C. 
reinhardtii has the best developed transgenic methods among algae and has been used as 
a biofactory to produce fully functional antibodies and other proteins of pharmaceutical 
interest126-129. Additionally, C. reinhardtii has been an important model system for 
studying photosynthesis, motility, and numerous metabolic processes for several 
decades130. Both the nuclear and chloroplast genomes of C. reinhardtii have been 
sequenced and both of these compartments can be readily and stably transformed131, 132. 
Detailed metabolomic and transcriptomic analysis of C. reinhardtii have been carried 
out, giving insight into gene expression and metabolic changes related to oil 
production133. 
This strain was cultured in Tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP) media134, 135 at 23°C 
under a light intensity of 100 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 with a 12 hour light-dark cycle. C. 
reinhardtii was collected from an exponentially growing liquid TAP culture. It is well 
known that C. reinhardtii accumulates oil bodies under stressed condition such as 
nitrogen or phosphate deprivation134, 136. To induce oil accumulation, C. reinhardtii was 
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grown in TAP media lacking NH4Cl or any other N source (TAP-N) for 3 ~ 4 days 
before use. 
 
3.6. Simulation of various single-cell trap designs 
 The cell trap for engineered or mutagenized cell library screening has two 
requirements. First it should have the capability to trap only a single cell with high 
efficiency, as each of the cells in the library are potentially different and should be tested 
for the trait of interest. Second, since the trait of interest can typically be only identified 
after some duration of culture (e.g., cell growth rate), meaning that multiple cells will be 
produced from a trapped single cell, it is necessary to have a large-enough cell trap to 
allow room for cell growth and doubling. For example, when looking for genetic 
variants that show the highest growth rate amongst a mutagenized algal library, single 
algal cells trapped in each of the trapping sites has to be cultured for some time and cells 
with the highest doubling time, as identified through the number of cells stemming from 
a single trapped cell, needs to be selected and extracted. This requirement of cell culture 
and resulting cell doubling makes many previously developed single-cell assay 
microfluidic platforms unable to accomplish such cell library screening tasks. 
 Three different trap designs have been proposed and tested. All trapping sites 
consist of a U-shaped trapping structure of which the opening width, length, and overall 
height are 15, 62.5, and 16 µm, respectively (Figure 25). The first design has a 3 µm 
high supporting structure underneath the 13 µm high U-shaped cell trap. This supporting 
structure is employed to prevent the collapse of the cell trap as well as to maintain a 
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small opening (width: 10 µm and height: 3 µm) at the center through which culture 
media or reagents can flow through (Figure 25A). The second design has the same 
schematic as the first design except for the width of the bottom supporting structure. 
Here the width of the supporting structure (12 µm) is narrower than that of the U-shaped 
cell trap (20 µm), resulting in more culture media flow through the cell trap, which 
would increase the possibility of cell capture (Figure 25B). The third design has a 
narrow opening (width: 3 µm, height: 16 µm) at the center of the U-shaped cell trap 
(height: 16 µm), as described in the previous section (Figure 25C, see ‘3.2. Design and 
operating principle of the individually addressable single-cell trap’) 
 Numerical simulations of fluidic flow through the three different trapping 
structures were conducted using a commercial finite element method (FEM) software 
(COMSOL Multiphysics®, COMSOL Inc., Los Angeles, CA, USA). To optimize the 
single-cell capturing efficiencies as well as backflow required for cell release, flow 
profiles inside each trap design for three situations – before cell capture, after cell 
capture, and during cell extraction, were simulated and compared (Figure 26; X ~ X’: 
along the flow direction, Y ~ Y’: across the center of a gap at each trap design). 3D 
schematics of each trapping structure design utilized in the simulation are shown in 
Figure 26A, each having a different gap geometry; the first design has a bottom opening 
(cross section = 10 (width) x 3 (height) = 30 µm2), the second design has a bottom 
opening with supporting structures (cross section = 10 x 3 = 30 µm2), and the third 
design has a narrow gap in the center (cross section = 3 x 16 = 48 µm2). Compared to the 
flow profiles before capturing a cell (Figure 26B), flow speeds inside the trapping   
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Figure 25. Three different single-cell trapping designs proposed and tested through 
simulation. All trapping structure designs consist of U-shaped cell traps having a 15 µm 
wide opening and a length of 62.5 µm, which provide enough room for a captured cell to 
be cultured. 3D schematics and enlarged rear view of the (A) first trap design having a 
small opening at the bottom, (B) second design having a small opening as well as 
supporting structures at the bottom, and (C) third design having a narrow opening in the 
center of the U-shaped structure. 
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structures were decreased after capturing a cell, which reduces the chance for other cells 
to be introduced and captured in the same trap (Figure 26C). Although the variation of 
flow speeds in each trapping structure design (average speed difference across the gap 
cross-section before and after cell capture: first design: 0.78  0.67 mm/s, second 
design: 0.72  0.29 mm/s, third design: 0.46  0.27 mm/s) could provide some 
valuable information about each trap design itself, this parameter was not appropriate for 
comparing the three different trapping structure designs due to their different gap 
geometry. Even under a constant flow condition, fluidic speed flowing through a 
microchannel can vary depending on the microchannel geometry (e.g., cross-section), 
and thus, another parameter covering both the flow speed and the gap geometry is 
needed, that is, fluid flux. 
 Fluid flux, defined as the amount of fluid passing through the gap cross-section 
per unit time (m3/s), was calculated by multiplying the average flow speed across the gap 
cross-section and the area of the gap cross-section in each trap design (flux = average 
flow speed passing through the cross section of the gap x cross sectional area of the gap, 
Figure 26E). Fluid flux provides the volume of fluid flowing through each trap design 
regardless of gap sizes, which allows for side-by-side comparison of the three different 
trap designs. Before capturing cells, all three trapping structure designs had almost the 
same amount of fluid flowing inside. After capturing cells, 60% (first design), 14% 
(second design), and 50% (third design) of fluid flow was blocked with a captured cell 
(flux difference before and after cell capture: first design: 2.17 x 10-14  0.87 x 10-14   
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Figure 26. Numerical simulation results of the fluidic flow profiles of the three different 
trapping structure designs. (A) 3D illustrations of first, second, and third trapping 
structure designs having three different gap geometries. Flow profiles of the three 
different trap designs analyzed along the flow direction as well as across the center of a 
gap (B) before capturing a cell, (C) after capturing a cell, and (D) during cell extraction 
process (when backflow is applied). (E) Analysis of fluid flux, the amount of fluid flow 
across the cross-section of a gap for each trap design. 
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m3/s, second design: 2.33 x 10-14  2.02 x 10-14 m3/s, third design: 2.19 x 10-14  1.31 x 
10-14 m3/s). Based on these flux changes, the first design would have the highest single-
cell trapping efficiency as less amount of fluid will flow through this trap design once 
the trapping sites are occupied, compared to the other two designs, resulting in the least 
probability in capturing more than two cells in a single trap. The second design showed 
the smallest reduction in fluid volume after capturing a cell (only 14% decrease). This 
would mainly come from the supporting structures having a narrower channel width, 
resulting in space between a captured cell and the gap of the trap through which most of 
fluid can still flow. 
 Next, fluid flow during the cell extraction process (i.e., when applying backflow 
to release cells) was analyzed through the three different trap designs with a captured 
cell inside (Figure 26D). The highest flux and the lowest flux were observed from the 
second and the first designs, respectively, meaning that more backpressure will be 
needed for the first design to achieve the same degree of backflow compared to other 
two designs. For example, approximately 2.3 and 1.5-fold of backflow is required in the 
third design to obtain the same amount of fluid flow as the first and the third designs 
(flux in first design: 0.87 x 10-14 m3/s, flux in second design: 1.96 x 10-14 m3/s, flux in 
third design: 1.30 x 10-14 m3/s). Based on these simulation results, the first design will 
have the highest single cell trapping efficiency, but will require more backflow during 
the cell extraction process. The second design will need the least backflow to release 
cells from the cell trap, but will have the lowest single cell trapping efficiency. The third 
design will have a slightly lower trapping efficiency compared to the first design, but 
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will require much less backflow to extract the cells for off-chip analysis. Considering 
these simulation results, the third trapping design was selected and utilized in the 
microfluidic single cell screening platform. 
 
3.7. Single cell trapping efficiency 
 Trapping efficiency of the selected trapping structure design (third design) was 
evaluated experimentally by measuring the number of trapping sites having no cell, one 
cell, and more than two cells. C. reinhardtii was loaded into the cell culture/analysis 
layer with a syringe pump (Fusion 200, Chemyx Inc., Stafford, TX, 3 ~ 5 μl/min) to 
characterize the single-cell trapping efficiencies. Once all of the trapping sites were 
occupied with C. reinhardtii cells, any excessive microalgae were flushed out with fresh 
culture media (5 ~ 10 μl/min for 10 minutes). The trapping structure design (third 
design) had an overall cell trapping efficiency of 91.8 ± 2.9% (average ± standard 
deviation), where 7.7 ± 2.6% sites were empty, 8.7 ± 5.1% sites had more than two cells 
captured, and 83.2 ± 3.4% had only a single cell trapped (n = 8). 
 
3.8. Capability of culturing and staining microalgae 
 The capabilities of culturing and analyzing cells are essential requirement for the 
developed system to be used as a cell screening platform. The culture capability of the 
platform was tested by growing C. reinhardtii inside the platform, where its growth rate 
was characterized by its doubling time. C. reinhardtii cells inside the trapping sites were 
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cultured under a light intensity of 100 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 with a 12 hour light-dark 
cycle. Fresh TAP media was continuously perfused with a syringe pump at a flow rate of 
1 μl/min. Cell doubling time of C. reinhardtii was analyzed by counting the number of 
cells under a microscope. Compared to conventional culture systems (lab-scale flasks), 
the developed single-cell screening platform has several advantages. In the microfluidic 
single-cell screening platform, the growth profile of C. reinhardtii can be obtained with 
single-cell resolution. For example, as shown in Figure 27A, single-cell level behavior of 
C. reinhardtii, such as cell size increase and cell division, could be observed in real time. 
This microalga is known to undergo 2 ~ 4 rounds of mitosis before daughter cells are 
divided and separated from a mother cell134. Based on this information, the doubling 
time of C. reinhardtti inside the platform was determined to be 6 ~ 8 hours, which was 
consistent with previous studies using conventional flask systems137. In addition, 
identical light exposure conditions could be applied in the developed platform unlike the 
conventional culture systems that are hampered by light blocking problems caused by 
self-shading. Thus, information obtained through this platform is consistent and could be 
used in mechanistic studies that require accurate and a consistent cellular 
microenvironment. 
 The on-chip fluorescence staining capability of the platform was also 
characterized. For example, in microalgae screening applications the production and 
accumulation of lipids inside the cell body are one of the most interesting features due to 
its potential as a future renewable biofuel source5, 9, 29. Analysis of oil accumulation in 
N-starved C. reinhardtii was carried out using Nile red fluorescence staining inside the  
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Figure 27. Microscopic images showing culture and on-chip staining capabilities of the 
platform. (A) Single-cell resolution growth profile of C. reinhardtii showing size 
increase, followed by cell division inside the cell trap over a 15-hour period. (B) Oil 
accumulation in C. reinhardtii grown under N-limited condition was analyzed inside the 
cell trap through Nile red fluorescenct dye staining. Chlorophyll autofluorescence (red) 
indicates biomass and Nile red staining (yellow) shows lipid content. Scale bar = 25 µm. 
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platform. Nile red solution in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was diluted in TAP media to a 
concentration of 0.75 μg/ml Nile red and 0.5% DMSO, and this diluted solution was 
provided through the cell culture/analysis layer for 10 minutes at a flow rate of 1 – 10 
μl/min, followed by rinsing with fresh media for 5 minutes. Microscopy for Nile red 
fluorescence (excitation: 460 – 500 nm, emission: 560 – 600 nm) as well as chlorophyll 
autofluorescence (excitation: 460 – 500 nm, emission > 610 nm) were conducted using a 
Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss Micro Imaging, LLC) equipped with a 
digital camera (Orca Flash2.8 CMOS Camera). Figure 27B shows microscopic images 
of oil bodies successfully stained with Nile red (yellow) and autofluorescence from 
chlorophyll (red, biomass indicator), demonstrating the on-chip analysis capability of the 
developed platform. 
 
3.9. Operation (closing and opening) of the single cell trapping site 
Each of the 1024 trapping sites is open only when both control microchannels are 
not actuated with hydraulic pressure, but are otherwise closed if at least one of the 
control microchannels is pressurized. This working principle was tested and 
characterized by observing the lowering of the gate structure in each trapping site with 
incremental actuation pressure. First, when only the middle control microchannel was 
pressurized under a pressure of less than 90 kPa, the gate structure was pushed down, but 
did not touch the bottom surface, thus the trap remained open (Figure 28A). However, 
the trapping site was completely closed at a pressure of 90 kPa or higher, in which the 
overall gate structure tightly contacted the bottom surface (Figure 28B-C, total  
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Figure 28. Microscopic images showing the opening and closing of the trapping site. 
(A) Trapping site remaining open, where the gate structure had no contact with the 
bottom surface of the cell culture/analysis layer. (B) Trapping site closed as the gate 
structure formed a tight contact with the bottom surface. Inset images (orange dashed 
line) show the enlarged view of the gate structure. The thicknesses of (C) the fabricated 
cell culture/analysis layer consisting of the cell trap and the gate structure, and (D) the 
middle control layer with the ridge structure. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
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deformation length required to fully close the trapping site: 9 µm). 
When only the top control microchannel was actuated, a fairly high pressure of 
more than 360 kPa was required to fully close the trapping site. This is because the 
PDMS membrane between the top and the middle control layers had to be sufficiently 
pushed down to subsequently deform the underlying membrane between the middle 
control layer and the cell culture/analysis layer, which then lowered the blocking 
structure to close the cell trap (total deformation length required to fully close the 
trapping site: 30 (microchannel height in the middle control layer) + 9 = 39 µm). 
However, often this high pressure broke the bonding or damaged the PDMS membrane 
between the top and the middle control layers, making robust and repeated operation of 
the system a challenge. To reduce the required pressure (or the required deformation 
length) for the top control microchannel actuation, a 30 x 82 µm2 ridge structure hanging 
upside down from the membrane and positioned 3 µm above the underlying membrane 
was utilized in the middle control microchannels (Figure 28D). When the top control 
microchannel was actuated with hydraulic pressure and the membrane between the top 
and the middle control layers was deformed, the ridge structure made contact with the 
underlying membrane, and thus pushed down the gate structure to close the cell trapping 
site. By employing this ridge structure, total Z-directional deformation length required 
was 12 µm (3 + 9 µm) and the trapping site could be completely closed with 
significantly lower actuation pressure of 155 kPa. When applying pressure of less than 
155 kPa to the top actuation channel, the cell trap was not closed (Figure 28A), however 
was fully closed when pressure of 155 kPa or higher was applied (Figure 28B). This 
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significantly lower actuation pressure compared to the previous 360 kPa significantly 
increased the system stability by minimizing the membrane damage. Thus, successful 
closing and opening of the gate structure through actuating the top and the middle 
control microchannels enabled a microfluidic OR logic gate. Thus a pressure of 155 kPa 
was used in all subsequent experiments. 
 
3.10. Selective cell extraction 
 During the cell loading, culture, and analysis periods, the gate structure in each 
trapping site remained open to provide cells with nutrients through continuous perfusion 
of culture media at a flow rate of 1 μl/min. To extract the cells of interest from a 
particular trapping site after analysis, first, all trapping sites (S1,1 ~ S3,3) were closed by 
actuating all microchannels in the top and the middle control layers (T1 ~ T3 and M1 ~ 
M3, Figure 29A-B) with hydraulic pressure. To release cells from trapping site S3,2, 
pressure from the top control microchannel T2 and the middle control microchannel M3 
were released.  Since each trapping site is designed to remain closed even if the pressure 
in one of the control microchannels is released, only this particular trapping site (S3,2) 
was opened out of the 1024 sites in the cell culture/analysis layer. With the backflow 
(flow rate: 3 – 5 μl/min), the C. reinhardtii cell inside the particular trapping site (S3,2) 
was successfully extracted to an off-chip reservoir without affecting cells captured in 
other trapping sites (Figure 29C). 
 This process could be repeated to sequentially release cells from other trapping 
sites of interest. For example, all trapping sites were closed again when all  
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Figure 29. Microscopic images showing selective cell extraction from a particular 
trapping site of interest. (A) Before extracting cells, all trapping sites were closed. (B) 
Illustration showing 3 top and 3 middle control microchannels on top of 9 single-cell 
trapping sites (S1,1 ~ S3,3). (C) By selectively releasing pressure from the M3 and T2 
control microchannels, a cell captured at trapping site S3,2 was successfully released. (D-
E) By releasing pressure only from the chosen top and middle control microchannels on 
top of the target trapping sites, cells inside the target site could be released without 
affecting other trapping sites. (F) Time-lapse images showing a cell from site S1,1 being 
released when a backflow was applied. 
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microchannels in both control layers were pressurized after releasing the cell from 
position S3,2 (Figure 29C). Then, a second cell trapping site (S1,1) was selectively opened 
by releasing pressure from the top and the middle control microchannels (T1 and M1) 
controlling this trapping site, and the C. reinhardtii cell could be successfully released 
once backflow was applied (Figure 29D). This process was repeated for trapping site S2,1 
(Figure 29E) by releasing pressure from the microchannel T1 and M2. Time-lapse images 
showing the cell being releasing from the selected trapping site (S1,1) with backflow 
were displayed in Figure 29F. In summary, by selectively releasing pressure from the 
control microchannel combinations in both the top and the middle control layers, any of 
the 1024 trapping sites in the cell culture/analysis layer could be selectively opened and 
captured cells inside the selected trapping site could be successfully extracted without 
affecting other trapping sites. 
 
3.11. Conclusion 
We have developed a microfluidic high-throughput single-cell screening 
platform with the capability of capturing, culturing, and analyzing cells with single-cell 
resolution, followed by selectively extracting particular cells of interest off-chip for 
further study. Two microfluidic control layers regulated by a binary demultiplexer 
scheme and a microfluidic OR logic gate enabled independent control of the opening and 
closing of each of 1024 trapping sites with a much reduced complexity. By opening only 
a particular trapping site while others remained all closed, cells of interest could be 
successfully retrieved among cell populations in the platform by applying a backflow. 
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The growth profile of a captured single C. reinhardtii cell was monitored over time and 
its oil accumulation was also analyzed through on-chip Nile red fluorescent lipid 
staining. Finally, single C. reinhardtii cells from a particular trapping site were 
successfully isolated and extracted to an off-chip reservoir. We expect that this system 
will serve as a powerful high-throughput single-cell screening and analysis tool in broad 
ranges of applications where screening through large libraries of genetic variants is 
needed, particularly a mutagenized or engineered microalgae screening. 
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CHAPTER IV  
A HIGH-THROUGHPUT DROPLET MICROFLUIDICS-BASED  
MICROALGAE SCREENING PLATFORM 
 
4.1. Motivation 
 Previously developed microfluidics-based screening systems such as the growth 
condition screening photobioreactor array and the single-cell screening and selection 
platform were successfully developed and utilized to investigate microalgal growth and 
oil production under different growth conditions (light intensity, light-dark cycle, and 
culture media composition) and among different microalgal strains. However, the 
throughput of these systems is somewhat limited (from a few hundred to several 
thousand range) when screening through large numbers of microalgal library that may 
have to be tested for more than one million cells. To overcome this limitation, a droplet 
microfluidics-based microalgae screening platform was developed and applied in 
microalgae study. 
  Droplet microfluidic-based systems have shown the capability to outperform 
conventional biological assays by providing the ability to conduct complex and highly 
repeatable screening applications at high-throughput52, 53, 120, 138-151. Droplet microfluidics 
entails microdevices that produce and manipulate discrete droplets of one fluid within a 
second immiscible carrier fluid (e.g., water-in-oil droplet emulsion). This method 
generates highly monodisperse microscale diameter droplets (typically in the range of 
tens to hundreds of micrometer) at the formation rates of over 10 kHz. Each droplet 
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having femto-, pico-, or nano-liter aqueous volume functions as an independent 
bioreactor, and moreover, these droplets can be individually transported, mixed, and 
analyzed, where massive parallel processing and experimentation can be achieved within 
a short period of time. In addition, this system can provide encapsulation of a single cell 
within a droplet, which allows for high-throughput single cell screening and analysis 
capabilities. Volumetric confinement in droplets also prevents dilution of chemicals, 
improves sensitivity, and facilitates faster reaction time due to the large surface to 
volume ratios. The droplet microfluidic-based systems have been successfully utilized in 
a variety of applications, such as drug discovery, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), 
synthesis of biomolecules, diagnostic testing, and other screening applications such as 
enzyme activity and engineered proteins for directed evolution. 
Only a few droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening platforms have 
been emerged so far. Droplet generators integrated with downstream culture chambers 
were employed to encapsulate single microalga into a droplet and to monitor these 
droplets over time74, 75. Although growth profile of microalgae inside droplets was 
successfully analyzed, these platforms are limited in characterizing oil contents inside 
microalgae. Alginate hydrogel-based microcapsules encapsulating BODIPY-stained 
microalgae were introduced to analyze oil content of a single microalga, and the 
heterogeneity of oil accumulation among species and among individual cells within the 
same species were investigated72. However, this system cannot provide a culturing 
capability and requires an additional sample preparation step (off-chip BODIPY 
staining) to conduct on-chip oil analysis. To be utilized as a screening tool for 
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investigating numerous microalgal strains, the platform needs to have capabilities of 
analyzing both growth and oil production on-chip. However, all of the previous droplet 
microfluidics-based platforms were lack of either on-chip culture or oil analysis 
capabilities, not suitable for microalgal strain development. 
 Here, we have developed a high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based 
microalgae screening platform capable of analyzing both microalgal growth and oil 
production on-chip. Independent bioreactors encapsulating a single microalga with its 
media were produced through a droplet generator in the platform, and microalgal growth 
in each droplet was monitored by tracking the number of cells inside the same droplet 
over time. One of crucial features in the developed platform is the on-chip oil analysis 
capability, where fluorescence tagging and quantification of oil bodies in microalgae 
were all carried out through on-chip Nile red merging and rinsing processes. The 
functionalities of the developed microalgae screening platform were characterized and 
demonstrated using a unicellular microalga C. reinhardtii as well as a colonial microalga 
B. braunii. 
 
4.2. Design 
 The PDMS droplet microfluidics-based screening platform is composed of three 
functional parts; a droplet culturing region, an on-chip droplet staining region, and a 
droplet rinsing/analysis region (Figure 30). In the culturing region, first, droplets (240 
µm in diameter) containing a single microalga and culture media were generated through 
a T-junction droplet generator. The T-junction generator was comprised of a 200 µm 
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wide channel for continuous oil phase (carrier oil) and a perpendicular 160 µm wide 
orifice for microalgae suspended culture media, where viscous oil having a higher flow 
rate shears cells and media solution (Figure 31B). Then, these droplets were held at a 
downstream culture chamber to monitor the growth of microalgae inside the same 
droplets over time. As the culture chamber, a 200 µm wide serpentine microchannel was 
utilized in order to maintain spacing between neighboring droplets as well as to prevent 
unexpected droplet merging during the culturing period (Figure 31C). 
One of the crucial innovations in the developed platform is the on-chip oil 
staining capability of microalgae within droplets. Nile red fluorescence dye was utilized 
in the on-chip staining process to quantify the oil accumulation in microalgae.  In order 
to achieve the on-chip staining functionality, droplets containing Nile red molecules in 
DMSO (240 µm in diameter) were created through another T-junction droplet generator 
in the on-chip staining region, and were synchronized with droplets containing 
microalgae (released from the culture chamber) through a railroad-like structure (Figure 
31D)152. This railroad-like structure equalized flow resistance between two trains of 
droplets (microalgae-containing droplet and Nile red solution droplet), which formed a 
one-to-one pair at the end of the synchronization region. These synchronized droplets 
were then merged inside a merging chamber (500 x 500 µm2) by applying an electric field 
using two integrated electrodes, exposing microalgae inside the droplet to Nile red dye, 
which stained oil bodies within microalgae (Figure 31E). The applied electric field 
destabilized the droplet surface and induced merging of two adjacent droplets52, 141, 142, 
153. For complete staining, the merged droplets were stored in an incubation chamber for  
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Figure 30. Illustration of the high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae 
screening platform for analyzing microalgal growth and oil production. The platform is 
composed of three functional parts – the culturing region for microalgae culture and their 
growth monitoring, the on-chip staining region for tagging Nile red fluorescent dye to oil 
bodies of microalgae, and the rinsing/analysis region for oil quantification.   
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for 0 – 10 minutes (Figure 31C).  
Due to the nature of Nile red molecules diffusing into hydrophobic carrier oil, the 
carrier oil was also stained with Nile red during the on-chip staining process. This 
created severe background noise, which prevented an appropriate observation of stained 
microalgal oil through fluorescence imaging/detection. To remove this background noise, 
an angled 400 x 400 µm2 micropost array (3°) was utilized in the rinsing/analysis region, 
which guided Nile red-stained droplets in the stained carrier oil into the neighboring 
fresh oil flow, effectively rinsing the droplets (Figure 31F). Finally, droplets were 
collected at an observation chamber and oil production was analyzed (Figure 31G). 
 
4.3. Fabrication 
The droplet microfluidic-based screening platform was fabricated in PDMS (10:1 
mixture) using a soft-lithography technique. First, the master molds for a bottom channel 
layer (height: 160 µm) and a top valve layer (height: 250 µm) were fabricated by spin-
coating SU-8TM photoresist (SU-8 2075, Microchem Inc., MA) on silicon wafers. These 
masters were patterned using conventional photolithography process. Before replicating 
PDMS layers from the masters, the SU-8TM patterns were coated with (tridecafluoro-
1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane (United Chemical Technologies, Inc., Bristol, PA) 
for 20 minutes to prevent the master mold damage during PDMS release. A PDMS layer 
containing the channel layer (250 µm thick) were made by spin-coating PDMS pre-
polymer at the speed of 300 rpm for 40 seconds, and a thick PDMS valve layer (4 mm 
thick) was replicated by pouring 24 g of PDMS pre-polymer. The electrodes used to 
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induce on-chip droplet merging were patterned on a 50.8 mm x 76.2 mm glass slide 
(Micro Slides 2947-75x50, Corning Inc., NY) by first depositing a Cr/Cu layer (200 Å 
and 3000 Å thick, respectively) using an electron beam evaporator (PVD-75, Kurt J. 
Lesker, PA). Positive photoresist (Shipley 1818, Microchem Corp., MA) was used to 
define the electrode as an etch mask, followed by a metal etching process (TFE and CE-
100, Transene Company Inc., MA). A thin PDMS layer (thickness: 30 µm) was then 
spin-coated on the electrode-patterned glass slide to create hydrophobic bottom surface 
(3000 rpm for 40 seconds). All three layers (the channel layer, the valve layer, the 
electrode layer) were aligned and bonded through an oxygen plasma treatment. After 
assembly, the devices were kept at room temperature for at least 2 days to recover 
hydrophobic surface inside the channel layer. The microfabricated droplet screening 
platform is shown in Figure 31.  
 
4.4. Cell preparation 
Two different microalgae strains were selected as model organisms to 
demonstrate the on-chip analysis capabilities of microalgal growth and oil accumulation 
in the developed droplet screening platform. Frist, as a unicellular microalga, C. 
reinhardtii CC-125 strain was used here to characterize the on-chip Nile red staining 
process as well as to validate the growth and oil production screening capabilities of the 
platform. This microalga was grown in Tris-acetate-phosphate (TAP) media at 23°C 
under a light intensity of 80 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 with a 12 hour light-dark cycle, and  
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Figure 31. Microfabricated high-throughput droplet-based microfluidic microalgae 
screening platform. (A) Photographs of the assembled device. Micrographs of (B) T-
junction droplet generator for both cell solution and Nile red solution droplets, (C) 
culture chamber or incubation chamber, (D) on-chip droplet merging chamber, (E) 
railroad-like structure to adjust the flow resistance between droplets, (F) droplet rinsing 
region consisting of an angled micropost array (3°), and (E) observation chamber. 
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was collected in exponential growth phase. This collected sample was centrifuged at 
4400 rpm for 2 min, washed with fresh TAP media, and diluted at a concentration of 
1.38 x 105 cells/ml to encapsulate a single C. reinhardtii cell into a droplet. To induce oil 
accumulation, C. reinhardtii was cultured in TAP media lacking NH4Cl (TAP-N) for 4 
~ 5 days before use since this strain is known to accumulate oil bodies under stressed 
condition such as nutrient depleted culture conditions (e.g., nitrogen and phosphate). 
Sample solution with a density of 8.85 x 106 cells/ml was prepared and loaded into the 
droplet screening platform to encapsulate approximately 64 cells in a single droplet. 
To show the on-chip Nile red staining capability of colony-forming microalgae, 
B. braunii race B, Berkeley (or Showa) strain was selected. B. braunii was cultured in 
modified Chu 13 media at 22.5°C under a light intensity of 80 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 
with a 12 hour light-dark cycle. The cultures were continuously aerated with filter-
sterilized air containing 2.5% CO2. B. braunii colonies in exponential growth phase (6 – 
8 days after every subculture) were collected, filtered (diameter of B. braunii colonies 
after filtering: 70 – 100 μm) and utilized here. 
 
4.5. On-chip droplet generation, synchronization, and merging 
 Droplets containing a single microalga (240 µm in diameter) were successfully 
generated by flowing the oil (J217 Mineral Oil Light White, Amresco, OH) with 
surfactant (2% wt/wt, Abil EM90, Evonik, TX) and microalgae suspending culture 
media at a flow rate of 272 µl/hr and 55 µl/hr, respectively (Figure 32A). The same size 
of droplet containing Nile red molecules in DMSO (240 µm in diameter) was produced 
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using the flow rate of 180 µl/hr for the oil and 55 µl/hr for the Nile red solution (Figure 
32A). Different flow rates of oil were used to obtain the same size of droplets between 
microalgae solution and Nile red solution, which resulted from the large difference in 
viscosity between culture media and DMSO (0.886 vs. 1.990 cp at 25°C).   
 When considering the fusion between droplets, the proximity of two adjacent 
droplets is one of critical parameters which determines the merging efficiency. For 
example, if a pair of droplets are separated by a certain distance, the merging cannot take 
place in some cases. Thus, the synchronization of two droplets is of great importance in 
droplet merging applications. In the developed screening platform, a railroad-like 
structure was utilized to synchronize two trains of droplets (microalgae solution and Nile 
red solution). The pressure difference between two trains of droplets (top and bottom 
channels in Figure 32A-B) induce the crossflow of the carrier oil through the 
perpendicular channel network (between the top and the bottom channels) until the 
pressure in each channel is balanced, which results in automatic synchronization of two 
droplet trains152. By flowing the droplet with microalgae solution and generating Nile 
red droplet at a flow rate of 325 and 235 µl/hr, respectively, the two droplet trains was 
successfully synchronized and introduced to the droplet merging chamber (Figure 32C). 
 In the droplet merging chamber, around 30 to 40% of droplet merging efficiency 
was observed between synchronized two droplets (microalgae solution and Nile red 
solution) even without applying the electric field, probably resulting from DMSO in Nile 
red droplet. When synchronized droplets entered the merging chamber, the electric field 
was formed using a function generator (DG4102, Rigol Technologies Inc., OH) to  
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Figure 32. Micrographs showing on-chip droplet generation, synchronization, and 
merging in the developed platform. (A) Inlet of the railroad-like structure where droplets 
were generated through the T-junction droplet generator. (B) Middle of the railroad-like 
structure. (C) Outlet of the railroad-like structure where synchronization of two droplets 
were achieved. (D) Time-lapse micrographs showing on-chip Nile red lipid staining. 
Synchronized droplets (algae-containing droplet and Nile red solution droplet) were 
merged into a single droplet by applying electric field in which algae inside the droplet 
were exposed to Nile red solution.  
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generate a .1 V to 1 V square wave (10 kHz) that was amplified with a high voltage 
amplifier (2210-CE, TREK, Inc., NY) producing a 100 V to 1000 V AC signal. Due to 
this effect of DMSO, around 95% of one-to-one droplet merging efficiency was 
achieved at lower voltage (150 ~ 250 V) (Figure 32D). Sometimes, more than two 
droplets were merged together, or only one droplet passed by the merging chamber, 
which were included in the remaining 5%.  
 
4.6. On-chip droplet rinsing 
 Nile red molecules for staining oil bodies in microalgae started to diffuse into 
and stain the surrounding carrier oil right after the droplets were created in the on-chip 
staining region (Figure 32C). This stained oil formed severe background noise, and 
made it challenging to examine oil production through fluorescence microscopy. Also 
this stained carrier oil eventually stained the PDMS platform where this platform cannot 
be utilized any more. To resolve this issue, the droplet rinsing chamber integrated with a 
3° angled micropost array was designed where Nile red stained droplets could be 
transferred from stained oil flow to fresh oil flow, which would remove the background 
noise as well as excessive Nile red molecules in the stained droplets (Figure 33A)152, 154.   
The rinsing effect was characterized by changing the combinations of flow rates 
between stained oil and fresh oil, followed by conducting image analysis (light intensity 
profile measurement, Image J software) to confirm that no Nile red molecules were 
diffused into the fresh oil. Three different flow rates (225, 452, and 562 µl/hr) of stained 
oil were selected, each indicating a slow rinsing speed (225 µl/hr), a rinsing speed with 
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the droplet incubation after staining (no microalgae & Nile red solution flow, only oil 
flow, 272 + 180 = 452 µl/hr), and a rinsing speed without incubation step for high-
throughput analysis (all solution flow including microalga, Nile red, and oil, 55+ 55 + 
272 + 180 = 562 µl/hr). The 4 different ratios between the stained oil flow and the fresh 
oil flow were compared, that is, 1 : 2, 1 : 2.5, 1 : 3, 1 : 3.5, and 1 : 4. For example, when 
a flow rate of 452 µl/hr was used for stained oil flow, flow rates of 904, 1130, 1356, 
1582, and 1800 µl/hr were used for fresh oil. 
Regardless of flow rates used for the stained oil, the stained carrier oil was 
completely removed and Nile red stained droplets were successfully guided into the 
fresh oil, if more than 3 times higher flow rate was used for the fresh oil flow compared 
to the stained carrier oil flow (Figure 33B). The profile of Nile red fluorescence intensity 
measurement along the droplet rinsing chamber (the ratio of flow rates between stained 
and fresh oil = 1 : 3) also showed the complete rinsing of the stained oil, where no Nile 
red fluorescence signal was detected at the outlet of the chamber (Figure 33C). The 
effect of this rinsing process is also shown in Figure 33D where no background noise 
was observed after the droplet rinsing process while severe background fluorescence 
signal was found without this step. 
 
4.7. Characterization of on-chip staining for oil analysis 
 The capability of oil analysis in the platform was characterized through the on-
chip Nile red staining of N-starved C. reinhartii cells. Droplets containing 64 N-starved 
C. reinhartii cells were utilized here to represent droplets after 2 days of culture,         
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Figure 33. Characterization of the droplet rinsing process. (A) Enlarged schematic of the 
droplet rinsing chamber. (B) Microscopic images showing the rinsing of stained oil 
through the rinsing chamber – at the inlet, the middle, and the outlet of the chamber. (C) 
Intensity profile through the rinsing chamber, which shows the rinsing of stained oil with 
fresh oil. (D) Droplets collected at the observation chamber showing the effect of rinsing 
process.        
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which would be the required time for comparison among different microalgal strains or 
mutants, considering that doubling time of C. reinhartii inside droplets are 8 hours. To 
validate the on-chip oil staining capability of the platform, oil bodies in C. reinhartii 
cells were stained and measured by changing the concentrations of Nile red solution (1, 
5, 10, 25, and 100 µg/ml in DMSO) as well as incubation time (0, 3, 6, and 10 minutes), 
and were compared with off-chip Nile red stained samples. For off-chip staining, 100 μl 
of C. reinhartii cells suspended media were treated with 20 μl of Nile red dissolved in 
DMSO (25 μg/ml) for 10 minutes, where the actual concentrations of Nile red and 
DMSO were 5 μg/ml and 20%, respectively. The efficiency of on-chip Nile red staining 
was confirmed by measuring the Nile red fluorescence intensity per unit area in C. 
reinhartii oil bodies, and then comparing this value to that obtained from off-chip 
stained samples. Microscopy for Nile red fluorescence (excitation: 460 – 500 nm, 
emission: 560 – 600 nm) and chlorophyll autofluorescence (excitation: 460 – 500 nm, 
emission > 610 nm) were conducted using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl 
Zeiss Micro Imaging, LLC) equipped with a digital camera (Orca Flash2.8 CMOS 
Camera), and all microscopic images were analyzed with the Image J software. 
 Figure 34A shows example images of N-starved C. reinhartii cells stained 
through the on-chip Nile red staining process, and variations in fluorescence intensity 
could be observed depending on different concentrations of Nile red solution and 
incubation time used. At a concentration of 1 µg/ml, Nile red fluorescence intensity of 
C. reinhartii was lower than the control (stained through the off-chip staining protocol), 
where less than 92% staining efficiency was obtained (Figure 34B). With the Nile red    
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Figure 34. Characterization of on-chip Nile red staining process. (A) Nile red stained C. 
reinhartii cells (yellow) showing different fluorescence intensities of oil bodies inside 
when using different Nile red concentrations and incubation time. Red color indicates 
chlorophyll autofluorescence of stained C. reinhartii cells (B) Analysis of average 
fluorescence intensities of oil bodies stained with different concentrations of Nile red 
dye and incubation time (n = 100). Scale bar = 5 µm.  
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solution having a concentration of 5 µg/ml, more than 95% staining efficiency was 
observed at an incubation time of 3 and over, comparable to the off-chip staining (Figure 
34B). Nile red concentrations higher than 10 µg/ml led to the comparable staining result 
against the off-chip staining regardless of the incubation time, where all staining 
efficiencies were more than 95% even under no incubation condition (Figure 34B). This 
implies the capability of analyzing oil content even without the incubation step, which 
will allow more number of droplets to be examined within the same screening time. 
 
4.8. Oil quantification of colonial forming microalga, B. braunii 
 To exhibit the applicability of the on-chip Nile red staining function toward other 
microalgae, colony-forming microalga B. bruanii was selected and analyzed. The oil 
content in B. braunii colonies were stained and measured through on-chip Nile red 
staining, and were compared with off-chip Nile red stained samples. Optimized 
concentration of Nile red solution and staining time for the on-chip staining was found 
experimentally. For off-chip staining, 100 μl of B. braunii colonies suspended media 
were treated with 20 μl of Nile red dissolved in DMSO (25 μg/ml) for 20 minutes, where 
the actual concentrations of Nile red and DMSO were 5 μg/ml and 20%, respectively. 
The efficiency of on-chip Nile red staining was confirmed by measuring the Nile red 
fluorescence intensity per unit area in B. braunii, and then comparing this value to that 
obtained from off-chip stained samples. On-chip stained B. braunii colonies were also 
collected to an outlet reservoir for further analysis, where the collected samples were 
squeezed between glass slides in order for examining whether oil content inside 
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individual cells as well as in the extracellular matrix was sufficiently stained. All 
microscopic images were taken using a Zeiss Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss 
Micro Imaging, LLC) equipped with a digital camera (Orca Flash2.8 CMOS Camera) 
and filter sets (Nile red – excitation: 450 – 490 nm, emission: 500 – 550 nm, chlorophyll 
autofluorescence – same as described above) and were analyzed with the Image J 
software. 
 B. braunii colonies used in the platform are typically composed of 100 – 200 
individual cells, and have significantly higher oil amount compared to other microalgae. 
Individual cells in the colony are held together by an extracellular matrix in which 90 – 
95% of oil amount is stored while the rest is found inside cells. Due to larger numbers of 
cells as well as higher amount of oil to be stained compared to previous C. reinhartii 
staining, higher concentration of Nile red solution and longer incubation time were 
required. Among various conditions tested, 1000 μg/ml in DMSO of Nile red 
concentration and 20 min of incubation time were selected and used throughout the 
experiment with B. braunii. As shown in Figure 35A, same level of Nile red staining 
was achieved in B. braunii through the on-chip Nile red staining compared to off-chip 
stained samples (control). Also, the staining of oil bodies in individual B. braunii cells 
were verified by collecting on-chip stained droplets between glass slides and then 
squeezing them (Figure 35B).   
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Figure 35. Microscopic images showing the comparison of on-chip Nile red stained and 
off-chip Nile red stained B. braunii. (A) Observation inside droplets. (B) Observation 
between glass slides to verify the staining of oil bodies inside individual B. braunii cells. 
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4.9. Analysis of growth and oil accumulation in C. reinhartii under different culture 
conditions 
 To demonstrate the screening functionality of the developed platform, growth 
and oil accumulation of C. reinhardtii cells under two different culture media conditions 
(N-replete condition: 100% nitrogen (TAP media), N-deplete condition: 0% nitrogen 
(TAP-N media)) were monitored over time and compared each other. Droplets 
containing a single C. reinhardtii cell suspended in N-replete and N-deplete conditions 
were generated by preparing each sample solution with a density of 1.38 x 105 cells/ml 
in TAP and TAP-N media, respectively. Both cultures were carried out for 6 days under 
a light intensity of 80 μmol photons·m−2·s−1 with a 12 hour light-dark cycle. Tracking 
the same droplets stored in the culture chamber allowed time-course growth analysis, 
where growth of C. reinhardtii was characterized by counting the number of cells inside 
droplets based on its chlorophyll autofluorescence. In addition, oil accumulation in C. 
reinhardtii cells was analyzed over time, which was estimated by measuring the 
fluorescence intensity per unit area in C. reinhardtii through sequential processes of on-
chip Nile red staining, fluorescence microscopy, and image analysis (described in 
‘Characterization of on-chip staining for oil analysis’ section).  
 Figure 36A showed the time-lapse microscopy where different growth rates of C. 
reinhardtii cells resulted from the two different culture conditions. In the N-replete 
condition, the average number of cells inside droplets increased up to 3 days of culture 
(day 3), and then the growth slowed down and started to saturate (Figure 36A-B). 8 – 12 
hours of doubling time was observed between day 0 and day 3, which matches well with 
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previous studies. In the N-deplete condition, the increase in cell population inside 
droplets was observed during the first day of culture (day 1), but then these cell 
populations stopped to grow, resulting from the lack of nutrient (N source) in the culture 
condition (Figure 36A-B). 
 Time-course analysis of Nile red stained C. reinhardtii cells also showed 
differences in oil accumulation under two different culture environments (Figure 37A-
B). Oil accumulation became higher as C. reinhardtii cells were exposed more to 
nutrient (N source) starvation condition (Figure 37B), while no oil was accumulated in 
N-replete condition (Figure 37A). Maximum increase of oil accumulation in the N-
deplete condition was reached after 4 days of culture, followed by a subsequent decline 
at day 5 and day 6 (Figure 37C). This trend showing the oil accumulation inside droplets 
corresponds well with a recent report where maximum oil accumulation was studied 3 – 
4 days after N starvation. Compared to C. reinhardtii cells in cultured N-replete 
condition, an increase in cell size (in other words, cell volume) was observed from the 
cells in N-deplete condition (Figure 37B), which would also be as a consequence of N 
starvation. Successful analysis of both growth and oil accumulation in C. reinhardtii 
cells demonstrates the capability of the developed droplet screening platform to be 
utilized as a high-throughput screening tool for microalgal strain studies. 
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Figure 36. Growth analysis of C. reinhartii cells under different culture conditions (N-
replete and N-limited environment). (A) Time-lapse microscopy showing different 
growth of C. reinhartii cells under N-replete and N-limited culture conditions. (B) 
Average number of C. reinhartii cells inside droplet analyzed for 6 days of culture under 
N-replete and N-limited conditions.   
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Figure 37. Analysis of oil accumulation in C. reinhartii cells under different culture 
conditions (N-replete and N-limited environment). (A) Time-lapse microscopy showing 
different oil accumulation of C. reinhartii cells under N-replete and N-limited culture 
conditions. (B) Average fluorescence intensity of Nile red stained C. reinhartii cells 
inside droplet analyzed for 6 days of culture under N-replete and N-limited conditions. 
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4.10. Automated high-throughput analysis of droplets 
 Although the developed droplet microfluidics-based screening platform has the 
capability of analyzing microalgal growth and oil production at high-throughput, these 
analysis methods were mainly based on fluorescence microscopy, which required 
relatively long analysis time, and thus limited the throughput as well. In order to reduce 
the analysis time and to further increase the throughput, a separate optical detection 
system was integrated into the previous droplet microfluidics-based screening platform. 
As shown in Figure 38, biomass and oil amount in microalgae can be quantified by 
measuring the intensity of autofluorescence from chlorophyll and emitting light from the 
on-chip Nile red staining. In addition, the droplet sorting schemes will be combined into 
this droplet-based screening platform, where all screening procedure from droplet 
formation with a single microalga to growth and oil analysis, followed by selective 
sorting can be conducted all together (Figure 38). In order to selectively retrieve 
particular droplets out of large numbers of samples, two different droplet sorting 
schemes were designed and their functionalities were tested (Figure 39). Droplets of 
interest (e.g., higher miroalgal growth or oil accumulation) can be selectively collected 
for further analysis by applying a pneumatic actuation or an electric field, which moved 
particular droplets to a collection chamber while others flowed into a waste chamber. 
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Figure 38. Illustration of the high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae 
screening platform for analyzing microalgal growth and oil production through the 
integrated optical detection system. Growth (biomass) can be analyzed by measuring 
microalgal chlorophyll autofluorescence intensity and oil amount can be quantified by 
evaluating Nile red fluorescence signal after on-chip staining process. Droplet sorting 
scheme is integrated at the downstream of the platform where droplets of interest can be 
collected for further analysis. 
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Figure 39. On-chip droplet sorting scheme. (A) Pneumatic actuation: droplets can 
selectively sorted at a collection chamber when pneumatic pressure is applied. (B) 
Electric field actuation: droplets can selectively extracted to a collection chamber when 
only electric field is applied. 
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4.11. Conclusion 
A high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening platform 
was developed to investigate growth and oil production of numerous microalgal strains. 
Compared to the previously developed systems such as the growth condition screening 
photobioreactor array and the single-cell screening and selection platform, this platform 
has the capability of conducting the screening assay with much higher throughput (two 
or three orders higher), where large numbers of microalgae samples can be screened 
with much reduced time. Microalgal growth was characterized by creating the 
independent bioreactors through the droplet generation, which allowed for isolating a 
single microalga as well as monitoring its behavior over time. Oil production in 
microalgae was quantified through the on-chip Nile red staining, the key features of the 
developed platform, followed by the droplet rinsing process. The capability of on-chip 
staining for various microalgal strains was successfully validated using the unicellular 
microalga C. reinhartii and the colonial microalga B. braunii. Also, growth and oil 
accumulation of C. reinhartii under different culture conditions were successfully 
analyzed and compared, demonstrating the screening capability of the platform. Optical 
detection system as well as droplet sorting scheme have been developed, and the 
integration with these components will further improve the throughput and screening 
capability of the droplet-based platform. We expect that this system will serve as a 
powerful high-throughput analysis and screening tool to investigate large numbers of 
algal strains at significantly lower costs and reduced time. 
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CHAPTER V  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
5.1. Conclusions 
In this study, various high-throughput microfluidic microalgae screening 
platforms have been developed, which provided the capabilities of investigating 
microalgal growth and oil production under different culture conditions or among large 
numbers of microalgal library. 
As a growth condition screening platform, the high-throughput microfluidic 
photobioreactor array was developed and successfully utilized to investigate how 
different culture conditions (light intensity, light cycle, and culture media/chemical 
composition) influence microalgal growth and oil production with single cell/colony 
resolution. Through characterization of B. braunii colonies using the developed 
platform, the light condition showing 1.8-fold higher oil production compared to 
conditions typically used in conventional cultures was successfully identified. Also, 
screening was achieved with less cost (850 times less reagent consumption) and much 
higher throughput (250 times higher). 
As a microalgal library screening platform, the high-throughput microfluidic 
single-cell screening and selection platform was developed, capable of capturing, 
culturing, and analyzing microalgae with single-cell resolution, followed by selectively 
extracting particular microalgae showing desired traits (faster growth or higher oil 
production) off-chip for further study. Two microfluidic control layers regulated by a 
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binary demultiplexer scheme and a microfluidic OR logic gate enabled independent 
control of the opening and closing of each of 1024 trapping sites with a much reduced 
complexity. Growth and oil accumulation of unicellular microalga C. reinhardtii was 
successfully examined using the platform, and the capability of selective cell extraction 
of the platform was also demonstrated by retrieving C. reinhardtii cells from particular 
trapping sites. 
The high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening platform 
with the capabilities of investigating the growth and the oil production of numerous 
microalgal library was developed. This droplet-based platform can carry out the 
screening assay with much higher throughput (two or three orders higher) compared to 
the first and second microfluidic screening platforms. Large numbers of independent 
bioreactors were easily created by encapsulating a single microalga into a droplet within 
a short period of time. Oil content in microalgae was characterized through the on-chip 
staining process, where oil bodies in microalgae were stained and measured through Nile 
red treatment. Growth and oil accumulation of C. reinhardtii cells under different culture 
conditions (N-replete and N-limited conditions) were successfully analyzed and 
compared, demonstrating the capability of the platform as a high-throughput screening 
tool. 
These developed microfluidic microalgae screening platforms will be utilized as 
a powerful high-throughput analysis and screening tool to investigate growth and oil 
production among large numbers of microalgal strains as well as to optimize culture 
conditions against microalgal strains of interest, all at significantly lower cost and 
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shorter time, which can dramatically accelerate the development of renewable 
microalgal energy systems. 
 
5.2. Future work 
Various microfluidic microalgae screening platforms were successfully 
developed and utilized to examine microalgal growth and oil production under different 
culture conditions or among different microalgal strains. Following are some suggestions 
for future studies with the microfluidic microalgae screening platforms. 
 
5.2.1. Platform design and system operation 
 The high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening platform 
needs to be further developed. First, separate optical detection system, currently under 
development, will be characterized and integrated with current droplet-based screening 
platform, where biomass and oil amount can be quantified by measuring the intensity of 
autofluorescence from chlorophyll and emitting light from the on-chip Nile red staining. 
In addition, the droplet sorting schemes will be combined into the droplet-based 
screening platform, where all screening procedure from droplet formation with a single 
microalga to growth and oil analysis, followed by selective sorting can be conducted. In 
the growth condition screening photobioreactor array, the bottom microalgal culture 
layer will be modified to conduct droplet-based microaglae cultivation, and this will be 
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combined with the current dynamic light controller array module to investigate growth 
and oil production under various light conditions.  
 
5.2.2. Microalgae screening 
 Large numbers of C. reinhardtii mutants will be created using transformation or 
EMS/UV mutation in order to acquire strains showing increased oil production or faster 
growth rate. The droplet microfluidics-based screening platform will be used to 
investigate this C. reinhardtii mutant library. The traditional mutant screening based on 
plating cells and analyzing colonies will be conducted in parallel with the droplet 
microfluidics-based screening. Once a few C. reinhardtii transgenic lines are identified 
through this screening, those strains will be grown in flask-scale or large-scale cultures, 
followed by analyzing their properties (e.g., growth and oil production) to confirm 
whether these properties can be maintained over the passage. To identify optimal culture 
conditions for improved growth and oil production, the modified photobioreactor array, 
which has the bottom droplet-based culture layer will be utilized by altering light 
intensities as well as light cycles in a combinatorial manner. Different nutrient 
composition will also be tested, for example, growth and oil production under various 
levels of nitrogen and acetate in the culture media. Once the optimal growth conditions 
are investigated, these conditions will be applied to flask-scale or large-scale cultures, 
and the correlation between the microfluidic photobioreactor array and these cultures 
will be examined to confirm whether the screening results from the microfluidic 
screening platform can be translated to large-scale cultures.   
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APPENDIX  
1. Mask designs (unit: µm) 
 
Figure A1.1. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
16 different light intensity conditions, assembled device  
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Figure A1.2. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
16 different light intensity conditions, microalgae culture layer 
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Figure A1.3. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
16 different light intensity conditions, light intensity control layer (30 µm thick)      
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Figure A1.4. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
16 different light intensity conditions, light intensity control layer (90 µm thick) 
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Figure A1.5. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, assembled device 
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Figure A1.6. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, microalgae culture layer 
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Figure A1.7. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, light intensity control layer (30 µm thick) 
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Figure A1.8. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, light intensity control layer (90 µm thick) 
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Figure A1.9. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, light-dark cycle control layer 
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Figure A1.10. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of 
screening 64 different light intensity conditions, light-dark cycle control layer 
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Figure A1.11. A high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform, assembled device      
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Figure A1.12. A high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform, pneumatic binary demultiplexer 
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Figure A1.13. A high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform, top microfluidic control layer 
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Figure A1.14. A high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform, middle microfluidic control layer 
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Figure A1.15. A high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform, microfluidic cell culture/analysis layer 
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Figure A1.16. A high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening 
platform, assembled device 
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Figure A1.17. A high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening 
platform, droplet screening channel 
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Figure A1.18. A high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening 
platform, pneumatic valve 
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Figure A1.19. A high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae screening 
platform, electrode 
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2. PMMA mold designs (unit: mm) 
 
Figure A2.1. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
16 different light intensity conditions, light blocking layer mold 
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Figure A2.2. A high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array capable of screening 
64 different light intensity conditions, light blocking layer mold 
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3. Fabrication protocol 
(A) PDMS Soft-lithography 
- Vapor coat PDMS soft-lithography master mold with (tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2- 
      tetrahydrooctyl) trichlorosilane for 15 minutes 
- Rinse the soft-lithography master mold with IPA, and dry with N2 gas 
- Mix PDMS pre-polymer with curing agent (10:1, w/w)  
- Pour the PDMS mixture over the soft-lithography master mold  
- Remove bubbles by degassing the PDMS mixture inside a vacuum chamber for 10-20  
   minutes 
- Curing the PDMS inside a leveled 85°C oven for 3-12 hours for polymerization 
- Cool down and peel off the polymerized PDMS layer from the master mold 
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(B) Master molds for a high-throughput microfluidic photobioreactor array 
- Microalgae culture layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2050  
 Spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1500 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 Soft bake: 60 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Exposure: 235 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Light intensity control layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2025  
 1st spin-coat: 60 seconds at 2200 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 1st soft bake: 60 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 1st exposure: 205 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 1st post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2075  
 2nd spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1950 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 2nd soft bake: 24 hours at 65 °C + 40 minutes at 95 °C 
 2nd exposure: 235 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 2nd post exposure bake: 40 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Light-dark cycle control layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2075  
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 Spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1950 rpm (light-dark control channels) and 1000 rpm 
(pneumatic binary demultiplexer), both with 10 second acceleration 
 Soft bake: 24 hours at 65 °C + 40 minutes at 95 °C 
 Exposure: 235 mJ/cm2 (light-dark control channels) and 325 (pneumatic binary 
demultiplexer) mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Post exposure bake: 40 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Light blocking layer 
 Design 3D schematic of the master mold using Solidworks or other 3D CAD 
design software 
 Print the design with 3D printer or Cut it using a CNC milling machine 
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(C) Master molds for a high-throughput microfluidic single-cell screening and selection 
platform 
- Microfluidic cell culture/analysis layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2007  
 1st spin-coat: 40 seconds at 3500 rpm  
 1st soft bake: 10 minutes at 95 °C 
 1st exposure: 175 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 1st post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2015  
 2nd spin-coat: 40 seconds at 3000 rpm  
 2nd soft bake: 10 minutes at 95 °C 
 2nd exposure: 215 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 2nd post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Middle microfluidic control layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2002  
 1st spin-coat: 40 seconds at 1000 rpm  
 1st soft bake: 4 minutes at 95 °C 
 1st exposure: 200 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 1st post exposure bake: 4 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
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 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2025  
 2nd spin-coat: 60 seconds at 3000 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 2nd soft bake: 60 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 2nd exposure: 205 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 2nd post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Top microfluidic control layer & binary multiplexer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2050  
 Spin-coat: 60 seconds at 3500 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 Soft bake: 60 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Exposure: 220 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Post exposure bake: 10 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
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(D) Master molds for a high-throughput droplet microfluidics-based microalgae 
screening platform 
- Droplet screening channel layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2075  
 Spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1000 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 Soft bake: 24 hours at 65 °C + 40 minutes at 95 °C 
 Exposure: 325 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Post exposure bake: 40 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Pneumatic valve layer 
 Photoresist: SU-8TM 2075  
 1st spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1000 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 1st soft bake: 24 hours at 65 °C + 40 minutes at 95 °C 
 2nd spin-coat: 60 seconds at 1500 rpm (acceleration: 10 seconds) 
 2nd soft bake: 24 hours at 65 °C + 40 minutes at 95 °C 
 Exposure: 370 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Post exposure bake: 40 minutes at 65 °C + 20 minutes at 95 °C 
 Develop in Thinner P 
- Electrode layer 
 Deposit Cr/Cu on a glass slide (50.8 mm x 76.2 mm) 
 Photoresist: S1818  
 Spin-coat: 30 seconds at 4000 rpm  
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 Soft bake: 5 minutes at 110 °C 
 Exposure: 84 mJ/cm2 (MA6, Karl Suss) 
 Develop in MF-319 
 Selective Cr/Cu etching (TFE and CE-100) 
 Remove S1818 pattern by rinsing with acetone 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
